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Introduction

In the 2012-2013 school year, the Encinitas Union School

District ("EUSD"), with funding provided by the private Jois

Foundation, instituted a health and wellness program in its nine

elementary schools. The linchpin of this program, which also

included organic gardening and cooking components, was a yoga

curriculum. The implementation of a formal district-wide yoga

curriculum was a natural progression for the school district.

Students had benefited from yoga classes at one of the schools,

Capri Elementary, under the direction of that school's principal

the year before; the EUSD assistant superintendent, too, had

seen students' focus, discipline, and behavior improve as a result

of yoga classes at another elementary school when he had filled

in as principal there. Encinitas, where a substantial percentage

residents practice some form of yoga and yoga studios are

abundant, is a natural setting for such programs.

Stephen and Jennifer Sedlock, Christian parents of two

children who attended El Camino Creek Elementary, opted their

children out of the yoga program, citing religious concerns. None

of the Sedlock children ever took an EUSD yoga class, and

neither of the Sedlock parents ever saw a children's EUSD yoga

class before challenging the program.

The Sedlock parents and their children, through a guardian

ad litem, then filed this action against the trUSD Superintendent

and Board of Trustees ("The District"), seeking a writ of mandate

prohibiting the continuation of the yoga program, citing, among



other grounds, the religious freedom provisions of the California

Constitution. YES! Yoga for Encinitas Students ("YES!"), a group

of concerned EUSD parents and students who want to maintain

the yoga program, intervened.

The Sedlocks contend that the practice of yoga is

necessarily religious and will transform practitioners into

Hindus. They assert that the physical act of practicing yoga

inculcates religion even in those who engage in the exercises with

no religious purpose, or are unaware of any religious

underpinnings of the yoga sequences. The trial court rejected this

theory, as well as the sole evidence on which the Sedlocks relied

for their theory (the expert opinion of Dr. Candy Brown), and

denied the petition.

This Court should affi.rm the judgment. A court should

"inject itself in a controversy regarding the daily operation of [a]

school system only if basic constitutional values are directly and

sharply implicated." (Fleischfresser u. Directors of School Dist.

(7th Cir. 1994) 15 F.3d 680, 686; see also Epperson u. Arkansas

(1968) 393 U.S. 97, t04 [school districts have broad discretion to

determine their own curriculuml.) No such constitutional values

are implicated here. The trial court properly found that yoga, as

taught in EUSD classrooms, is completely devoid of religious

elements. On the basis of this threshold issue alone, the

judgment should be affirmed. Bgt even if the Court were to

continue its analysis and reach the three-pronged Lemon test

used to assess whether a religious practice violates the

2



Constitution, affi.rmance would be required. EIJSD yoga satisfies

each element of the Lemon test: (1) EUSD yoga was developed

and initiated for a secular purpose; (2) EUSD yoga does not

advance or promote religion; and (3) EUSD yoga does not

excessively entangle EUSD with religion.

Statement of the Casel

A. A brief history of yoga in Encinitas.

"Since the mid-1900s, Encinitas has established itself as

one of the Yoga Meccas of North America, hosting world

renowned yoga teachers such as Pattabhi Jois, Tim MiIIer, and

John Friend, as well as attracting prominent yoga centers such

as the Jois Yoga Shala . . . ." (CT 861.) "Over the years, just like

Encinitas, yoga has evolved. Historic Encinitas hosts various

types of yoga studios, centers, workshops, meditation areas, and

retail shops." (CT 861.) Indeed, "Encinitas has become one of the

health and wellness capitals of San Diego County, and yoga has

been instrumental in attracting the clientele who appreciate this

atmosphere. Yoga is a key part of the Downtown Encinitas

economy, culture, and history." (CT 861; see also CT 862

[Downtown Encinitas brochure: "Encinitas is synonymous with

yoga. It's aII about a healthy, balanced, lifestyle inspired by [the]

natural environment"] .)

1 The statement of the case focuses on facts relevant to the
constitutional claims at issue on appeal. As a result, facts
concerning the Education Code claims and the number of
physical education minutes provided to students are omitted.

3



A significant percentage of local residents practice yoga.

(CT 781; CT 861 [Downtown Encinitas brochure]; see also

Operatíon: Get Healthy!, San Diego Magazine (Jan. 2014) at p. 90

[Encinitas is home "to no less than 31 yoga studios, about one for

every 2,000 residents"].) According to a 2012 Yoga Journal study,

5 to 19 percent of the United States population practices yoga.

(CT 669); by one recent estimate, the percentage of the Encinitas

population that practices yoga far exceeds this. (CT 361). The top

reasons for starting to practice yoga, according to that same Yoga

Journal study, are fLexibility, general fitness/conditioning, stress

relief/reduction, overall health, and physical fitness. (CT 72L.)

The growth of yoga is not limited to Encinitas either. Between

2008 and 20L2, combined spending in the United States on yoga

equipment, clothing and classes nationwide jumped over 200

percent, resulting in over $7 billion in sales ín 2012 alone. (CT

674.)

B. The origins of the EUSD yoga program

EUSD Assistant Superintendent David Miyashiro, who is

in charge of district-wide curriculum and instruction, served as

the interim principal at Paul Ecke Central School in 2010 when

the principal of that school went on maternity leave. (RT 828-

830.) As acting principal at Paul Ecke, Miyashiro hired a group

called Next Generation Yoga to provide yoga instruction to the

school's students. (RT 830, 831.) According to Miyashiro, the

program was well received by parents at the school, and students

enjoyed it, as they would a successful art or music enrichment

program. (RT 830, 831.) Parkdale Lane Elementary followed Paul

4



Ecke School's lead, and adopted its own yoga program in 2010.

(RT 831.)

In 2011, Capri Elementary School started its own separate

yoga program, with site-specific funding from the Jois

Foundation. (RT 831.) Capri's principal hired Jennifer Brown to

teach the yoga class; Ms. Brown prepared the curriculum for the

class herself. (RT 478, 83t.¡z

In the summer of 2012, EUSD Superintendent Tim Baird

set up a meeting with the Jois F oundation to discuss funding a

district-wide health and wellness program. (RT 831-833.) Baird

and Miyashiro put together a grant proposal that sought funding

for a health and wellness program that included yogâ, organic

farming, culinary arts, and character development. (RT 833-835;

see also Trial Exh. 1 [Mtn to Augment] [Jois grant proposal].)

The Jois Foundation agreed to fund such a districtwide program.

(RT 835.)

2 Ms. Brown prepared the lesson plan for Capri based on the
primary series of poses in Ashtanga yoga and the character traits
embodied in yoga principles; she also taught the names of the
yoga poses in their original Sanskrit language. (RT 478, 483, 487,
497, 500.) She showed a documentary of Ashtanga yoga, put up a
poster on the classroom waII with the yoga poses identified in
Sanskrit, taught the children greetings in Sanskrit, and used a
book entitled Myths of the Asanas to teach the children fables
about poses. (RT 490, 501-506, 507-527.) Once the yoga program
became a district-wide program ín 2012, Brown used the EUSD
curriculum and no longer taught in this manner. (RT 523, 562,
524, 562, 668, 669, ggg-991.)

5



C. The Jois Foundation's role in the EUSD yoga
program.

Jois funded the EUSD yoga program, but had no role in

developing the curriculum or in supervising the teachers. (RT

836, 837-838, 895.)s With the grant in place, EUSD had one

month to hire and recruit yoga teachers for nine different schools.

(RT 48-49, 844-845.) It had 22 initial candidates, obtained

through recommendations from EUSD school principals, as well

as from the Jois Foundation. (RT 842-844,851, 854.) It held an

initial weeklong workshop for these candidates, at which a Jois

F oundation representative provided input on whether they

appeared to be able to properly teach and perform yoga poses.

(RT 851-854, 859, 860-861.) Ten candidates were ultimately

selected by Miyashiro and individual principals at the elementary

schools through Regur Development Group, Inc. ("Regur"), a

consulting agency hired by trUSD to handle the human resources

aspects of the yoga and other enrichment programs. (RT 846-847,

851, 853-854,855, 859.) EUSD hired five teachers who were

recommended by EIJSD employees and five who were

recommended by the Jois F oundation. (RT 853.) F'our of the

teachers had taught within EUSD before in the areas of physical

education and science; aII ten teachers had training and

experience teaching yoga of various types, including Bikram or

hot yoga, Next Generation yoga, and Ashtanga yoga. (RT 853,

3 The grant proposal stated that the yoga program would be
"taught by certified yoga instructors," aII "trained by Jois
Foundation teachers" (CT L7I), but in practice this never
happened. (RT 855, 857-859.)

6



854, 859, 870,872-873.) A few of the teachers were trained in

Ashtanga yoga, or had studied or taught atPattabhi Jois'

Ashtanga Yoga Institute in Mysore, India, or the Jois Yoga Shala

in Encinitas. (CT 404,417,422,429,448; RT 456 [Jen Brown

testimonvl; RT 893 [Miyashiro testimony].)a

D. The evolving EUSD yoga curriculum: A work in
progress.

Leslie W'right, a curriculum specialist who had previously

prepared science curricula for EUSD, set the vision and program

goals for the yoga curriculum, with guidance from Assistant

Superintendent Miyashiro and, once school began, input from the

ten yoga teachers. (RT 863-864, 867-869.) Miyashiro identified

the educational standards to be used in implementing the

program, including the California physical education standards

and social and emotional learning standards used by Illinois

schools. (RT 863-864, 878; see also RT 880 [Miyashiro: goal of

elementary physical ed"ucation stand.ard.s - which focus on

teamwork, collaboration, and integrity - are designed to prepare

students for team sports].) Miyashiro recommended use of the

Illinois State Board of Education social and emotional learning

standards for the character education portion of the program

based on input from Maria Waskin, EUSD's Director of People

and Personnel Services, who had worked with the standards

when she worked on social and emotional learning programs in

Illinois. (RT 878, 880, 881.)

a The Jois Foundation is separate from the Jois Yoga Shalas or
schools. (RT 441-442).

7



They did not draw from any yoga principles in creating the

character education portion of the yoga curriculum. (RT 881.) The

curriculum developed throughout the year, with the current

version being the most complete. (RT 879.) Videos of some of the

yoga classes were also made, to assist in developing the

curriculum and create visual examples for other educators. (CT

226; see Trial Exh. 14 [Mt. to Augment].) The current yoga

program curriculum has neither a religious component, nor does

it resemble Ashtanga yoga (which would be too rigorous and fast-

paced for young students). (RT 892-893, 904; see also RT 605, 608

lyoga expert Andrea Silver: EUSD yoga is not Ashtanga yoga];

RT 668-669, 689, 697-699 [Jen Brown: EUSD yoga is a mix of

different styles of yogal.)

Once the yoga program began in the FaIl of 2012, some

parents voiced concerns that EIJSD was indoctrinating children

into religion through the program. (RT 881, 882; CT 218-219.) In

order to dispel these concerns, EUSD removed from the

curriculum the use of Sanskrit terms to refer to the yoga poses.

(RT 884-887.) Even though Miyashiro believed that Sanskrit was

not a religious reference, he removed the words in order to ensure

that parents were comfortable. (RT 884-885.) Likewise, he

directed that any classroom materials containing Sanskrit (such

8



as yoga posters) and any personal items brought by individual

teachers be removed from the classroom as weIL (RT 889-89t.¡s

E. The Sedlocks challenge the EUSD yoga
program on religious grounds.

Stephen and Jennifer Sedlock, Christian parents of two

children who attend El Camino Creek Elementary, expressed

concerns about the program to the School Board, opted their

children out of the yoga program before it began, and

subsequently fiIed a legal challenge to the yoga program under

the California Constitution. (RT 725, 73L-733 7 50, 754-756, 758

pennifer and Stephen Sedlock testimonyl; CT 1-36 [Petition]; CT

400 [Declaration of Principal Brown].) They contended that the

yoga program constituted a religiously-based government

program which was also religiously discriminatory (because it
favored Hinduism) and violated the rights of children who opted

out of the program by preventing them from receiving the

mandatory minimum physical education minutes required by

Iaw. (See CT 4.) YES! Yoga for Encinitas Students ("YES!"), an

unincorporated. association of over 100 EUSD students and

parents who support the continuation of the yoga program,

successfully moved to intervene. (CT 187-208.)

5 These items included the posters of yoga poses, and eight-
limbed tree, that Jennifer Brown posted on her classroom waII at
Capri. (See RT 487, 490,506, 669-673.)

9



F. At trial, the testimony of Dr. Candy Brown, a
professor of religion, forms the centerpiece of
the Sedlocks'case.

At trial on the Sedlocks'claims, Dr. Candy Brown, a

professor of religious studies at Indiana lJniversity, explained the

origins of yoga in Hinduism and other Eastern religions. (RT 203,

232-240,248-252.) She also testified that yoga in America today

is pervasively spiritual and religious, and that Ashtanga yoga

makes no distinction between the physical and spiritual practice

of yoga: "[t]he repetition of movements [in Ashtangâ yoga] trains

the mind and [is] also believed to change spiritual realities"; the

religious significance of the poses is not in what the practitioner

believes about what she is doing, but in the physical poses

themselves. (RT 252-26I.) Dr. Brown opined that the current

version of the trUSD yoga program contains religious elements

because Ashtanga opening and closing sequences are taught,

children engage in chanting and mudras (which demonstrates

they perceive a spiritual connection), yoga principles and ethics

are taught in the character component of the program, and there

are references to the importance of breathing. (RT 308-330.) She

conclud.ed that "religion is pervasive in the EIJSD yoga

curriculum. It's infused throughout, not just in one or two places,

but I see it all over the place." (RT 329.)

In contrast, YES!'s experts submitted declarations opining

that yoga was not religious. For example, Christopher Chapple,

Doshi Professor of Indic and Comparative Theology at Loyola

Marymount University, asserts that (1) yoga is practiced by

10



people of many faiths, including Christians, (2) the EUSD

curriculum neither promotes nor advances religion, and (3)

"[i]ncorporating yoga movements first practiced in India into a

program of physical education is appropriate, particularly where

the teachers are careful not to impose religious meaning in their

classes." (CT 478-480.) Mark Singleton, a yoga scholar who

teaches at St. John's College in Santa Fe, New Mexico, similarly

asserts that "yoga as it has developed in the lJnited States in the

past 150 years is a distinctly American cultural phenomenon"

and "[m]any of the elements" that have contributed to it "are in

no way inherently religious." (CT 652-656; see also CT 663-666

[Declaration of Brandon Hartsell, Board Chair of the Yoga

Alliance: yoga does not promote or espouse a Hindu agenda; the

modern practice of yoga is "unconnected to a religious

denomination" and its poses "are not inherently religious"].)

G. The trial court issues a statement of decision
and enters judgment in the District's favor.

After reviewing all of the evidence and listening to the

arguments of counsel, the trial court orally issued its statement

of intended decision. The court tentatively concluded that

although yoga has religious roots, EUSD was "not teaching any

religious component in its health and welfare program," "the

cornerstone of which is yoga or Ashtanga yoga." (RT 1315-1317,

1338.) The court also concluded that the yoga program passed the

Lemon test because EUSD had a secular purpose in instituting

the program, a reasonable student would not objectively perceive

the program to advance or promote religion, and there was no

11



excessive entanglement because EUSD maintained complete

control over the curriculum and teachers. (RT 1315-1338.) The

court observed: "From kindergarten through high school, physical

education has traditionally involved physical activity and breath

control, whether it's jumping jacks, dodgeball, kickball, or

running. It has involved character teaching; perseverance,

determination, sportsmanship, respect. And certain wellness

teachings; get a good night's rest, eat properly. This physical

education, health and wellness class is no different except that

the physical aspect instead of kickball or something is EUSD

yoga which involves a particular stretching and breathing routine

which is different from traditional physical education." (RT 1338-

133e.)

The court then signed a formal statement of decision, and

entered judgment in favor of the District and YES!. (CT 1107,

1110.)

H. The Sedlocks appeal.

The Sedlocks filed a notice of appeal from the judgment on

October 30, 2013. (CT 1LL4.)

Standard of Review

An appellate court generally reviews findings of fact under

the substantial evid.ence standard., and questions of law de novo.

(People u. Cromer (2001) 24 Cal. th 889, 894.) Constitutional

determinations like those here, however, which involve mixed

questions of law and fact, are reviewed de novo, provided the

relevant "historical facts are admitted or established [and] the
T2



rule of law is undisputed." (Id.) In mixed questions, the historical

facts "wiII rarely be in dispute, þut] when they are, a reviewing

court must, of course, apply a deferential fsubstantial evidence]

standard of review to the trial court's findings." (Id.at p. 900;

Ghira,rd,o u. Antonioli (L994) 8 Cal.4th 791, 800 [stating that

where the evidence is in confLict, "the appellate court will not

disturb the . . . findings of the trial court" (internal quotation

marks omitted)].) "While substantial evidence may inevitably

consist of inferences, they must be the result of logic and reason

emanating from the evidence and not mere speculation or

conjectur e." (Quigley u. McClello,n (2013) 2L4 Cal.App.4th 1276,

1283.)

Legal Discussion

I.

The Sedlocks'Appeal, While Limited to fssues Arising
Under the Religious Freedom Provisions of the California

Constitution, Still Requires This Court to Consider
Federal Establishment Clause Case Law.

The Sedlocks challenge the trUSD yoga program under the

religious freedom provisions of the California Constitution

(Article I, section 4 and Article XVI, section 5).6 (CT 20, 25.) They

6 The Sedlocks' Petition also asserted a cause of action únder
section 51210(9) of the California Education Code, which requires
students to receive 200 minutes of physical education every ten
days. (CT 23.) The trial court found no violation of section
51210(9). (CT 1092.) The Sedlocks do not challenge this
determination and therefore have abandoned this claim on
appeal. See Gonzøles u. R.J. Nouícl¿ Constructíon Co, Inc. (1978)
20 Cal.3d 798,804-805 (where an appellant brings a partial
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make no independent claims under the Establishment Clause of

the [Jnited States Constitution. In reaching a determination

under the religious freedom provisions of the California

Constitution, however, California courts nonetheless are guided

by federal Establishment Clause cases. (See Bennett u. Liuermore

Unified, School Díst. (1987) 193 Cal.App.Sd IOI2, LOIT [stating

that California courts independently determine violations under

the California Constitution, but because there are few California

cases discussing the interactions between church and state,

California courts consult the principles in federal cases].) Indeed,

the California Supreme Court has stated: "[w]e do not believe . . .

that the protection against the establishment of religion

embedded in the California Constitution creates broader

protections than those of the First Amendment." (East Bay Asian

Local Deuelopment Corp. u. State of California (2000) 24 CaI.Ath

693, 718.)

In Sands u. Morongo, for example, the California Supreme

Court analyzed whether invocations and benedictions given by

appeal, the trial court's findings that are not appealed are
deemed final); ReadyLinl¿ Healthca,re u. Cotton (2005) 126
Cal.App.4th 100630, 1015. The Sedlocks also asserted violations
of Article IX, S 8, and Article I, $ 7, of the California Constitution
(CT 2I-22, 29), and a cause of action under sections 200 , 20L,
and 220 of the California Education Code (CT 31). These claims
\Mere not argued at trial or on appeal, and therefore have likewise
been abandoned. See Ex-Cell-O Corp. u. County of Alameda
(1973) 32 Cal.App.Sd t35, 142 (stating that an issue was "deemed
abandoned because it was not argued in the briefs at trial or in
the briefs on appeal, and there is no reference to it in the findings
of fact or conclusions of law").
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ministers at high school graduations violated both the

Establishment Clause and the religious freedom provisions of the

California Constitution. (Sands u. Morongo Unified Sch,. Dist.

(1991) 53 Cal.3d 863, 881, 883.) The Court first conducted a

detailed analysis under federal law, and then separately

determined whether the school district's actions violated the

California Constitution. But the Court performed no additional

analysis and did not articulate any additional tests to apply in

determining whether a state constitutional violation occurred;

instead, it used the federal constitutional analysis as a guide for

the state constitutional determination. (Id. at p. 883; see also

East Boy, su,pra, 24 CaLAth at p. 719 [finding that where all

three prongs of the Lemon test were satisfi.ed, the government did

not violate the no-preference clause].)

Accordingly, we first analyze whether the EUSD yoga

program violates the Establishment Clause; as we will explain,

since it does not violate the federal constitution, it should

similarly be found not to violate the California Constitution.
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il.

The Sedlocks' Claims Must Fail Because They Cannot
Establish The Threshold Issue In The Constitutional

Analysis: That EUSD Yoga Is Religious.T

Before determining whether EUSD's yoga program violates

the religious freedom provisions of the California Constitution,

this Court must address the threshold matter of "whether the

[action] in question can be defined as 'religious' for establishment

purposes."(Aluarado u. City of San Jose (9th Cir. 1996) 94 F.3d

1223, 1227 -1228 (citing Mølnal¿ u. Yogi (D.N.J. L977) 440 F.

Snpp. 1284, 1312-1313, affd (3d Cir. 1979) 592F.2d 197).) "While

. . . parents and . . . children may be sincerely offended by [a
school programl, [it] raise[s] a constitutional claim only if [it]
establishes a religion." (Fteíschfresser, su,pra,15 F.3d at p. 687.)

Quite simply, if trUSD's yoga program is not religious, it cannot

violate the religious freedom provisions of the California

Constitution.

A. The EUSD yoga curriculum is not religious.

The trial court determined that the EUSD yoga program is

not Ashtanga Yoga but "EUSD yoga," 8 which is "completely

7 If this Court affirms the trial court's finding that trUSD yoga is
entirely devoid of religious elements, it need not address any of
the other issues raised in the Sedlocks'appeal. Where an activity
is not religious, it raises no Establishment Clause issues.
8 The Sedlocks initially claimed that the EUSD yoga program
offended the constitution because it consisted of Ashtanga yoga,
"the most religious form of yoga" in the llnited States, according
to their expert. (RT 380 [Dr. Brown]; RT I [Opening statement by
plaintiffs'counsel].) The evidence presented at trial, however,
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devoid of any religious, mystical, or spiritual trappings."(CT

1090.) After a thorough review of the curriculum and the videos

of students engaged in the yoga program, the court determined

that "[t]here is nothing religious contained in the written

curriculum, and there has been uniform denial of anything

spiritual, religious, or anything like that being taught in the

classes." (CT 1091.) "The evidence from the yoga-teacher

declarations is consistent with the curriculum." (CT 1L02.)

Moreover, the court found that the videos of students

participating in EUSD yoga show children engaged in exercise

rather than religious ritual. (CT 1099; see Trial Exh. 14 [Exh. 14

to Mtn. to Augmentl.)

The Sedlocks failed to provide any evidence to contradict

EIJSD's evidence about what occurred in the yoga classes; indeed,

their children had never participated in the program and the

Sedlocks had never observed any of the EUSD children's yoga

classes. (CT 1089-1090.) Furthermore, the court noted that

declarations submitted by other parents - who objected to the

program, had opted their children out, and never observed any

current EUSD yoga courses - rvvere filled with "a lot of irrelevant

information" and "a lot of opinions." (CT 1097.) In short, the trial

showed that the trUSD yoga program was a blend of several
different types of yoga, including some sequences found in
Ashtanga as well as other forms of yoga. (RT 855 [Miyashiro]; RT
668-669, 689,697-699 [Jennifer Brown]; RT 605, 608 [District
yoga expert Silver: EUSD yoga is not Ashtanga yogall.) Bv
closing argument, the Sedlocks' counsel was claiming that yoga
more generally offended the constitution, and could not be taught
in public schools. (RT 951, 990-991, 992,993,1004, 1006.)
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court found that the evidence the Sedlocks did provide did not

"really get to the religion issue in this case." (CT 1089.)

The trial court also made related factual findings

addressing the Jois Foundation's alleged role in infusing EUSD's

yoga program with religion. The court found little direct evidence

as to the structure of the Jois Foundation and no evidence that it
is a religious foundation. (CT 1083.) The yoga curriculum was

entirely controlled by EIJSD, and Jois was not a part of the

curriculum's development. (CT 1087.) The reference to

"certifi.cation" of yoga teachers by Jois F oundation in the grant

meant that the teachers were deemed proficient to teach yoga

poses to children: "There was nothing religious whatsoever in the

training session in selecting these candidates, and there was no

formal certification þy Joisl i' (Ibid.; see also RT 860, 861-862

[Miyashiro testimony].) To the extent a Jois representative was

involved in the teacher selection process, it "was to determine

whether the[] þreliminaryl22 candidates could establish

proficiency in teaching these primary poses or postures to

children." (Ibid.; see also RT 860-861 [Miyashiro testimony].)

IJnable to successfully show that the EUSD yoga program

contains any religious elements or is controlled or monitored by

any religious organization, the Sedlocks instead improperly focus

on past iterations of the yoga program at one school (Capri, which

preceded the District-wide program, and was taught in

accordance with a curriculum developed by a single teacher), as

well as their expert's contention that yoga is inextricably

18



religious and can't be practiced in a secular manner, even if one

begins the practice of yoga for non-religious reasons. (AOB 5,8,

35.) These arguments do not alter the result here.

F'irst, past iterations of yoga in EIJSD schools are

irrelevant; the issue in this case is whether EUSD yoga in its

current form is permissible. The Sedlocks seek a writ of mandate

compelling the Trustees of EUSD to "comply with the religious

freedom provisions" of the California Constitution, a declaration

that EUSD yoga program is unconstitutional, and an injunction

enjoining EUSD from continuing the yoga program. (CT 35-36.)

As the trial court observed (see RT 1329-1330), the issue,

therefore, is whether trUSD can continue its current yoga

program as expressed in the 2013 written curriculum and taught

by EUSD's yoga teachers.e

As to Dr. Brown, the Sedlocks' expert, as the trial court

observed, her testimony rfi/as "the Petitioner's whole case." (CT

1100.) While the trial court found Dr. Brown's testimony

regarding yoga's historically religious roots helpful, it also found

Dr. Brown's testimony that yoga exercises are inextricably

religious and necessarily inculcate religion to be subjective and

e The Sedlocks' focus on past iterations of the trUSD program,
such as the Capri class and a yoga poster used in Jois-trained
instructor Jen Brown's classroom at Capri, apparently is
intended to manufacture a conspiracy between EUSD and the
Jois Foundation to indoctrinate children into a religion of yoga.
As the trial court found, however, there was absolutely no
evidence of this, nor was there evidence that the Jois F oundation
duped EUSD into accepting a religious indoctrinating program
into its schools. (CT 1106.)
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not credible. (CT 1099.) Where Dr. Brown saw religious rituals

performed in the videos of actual students doing EUSD yoga, the

trial court saw children engaged in physical education. (Ibíd.)

"Dr. Brown," as the trial court determined, "sees religion

everywhere in this." (CT 1101.) The trial court found Dr. Brown's

testimony on this point to be extremely biased and motivated by

her desire "to fuIfiII her personal goal of eliminating yoga from

any school - any school, period." (CT fOO5.¡to

The trial court instead accepted the opinions of EIJSD and

YES! experts who concluded that yoga may be, and quite often is,

taught without any religious elements. (CT 1094-1095.) Thus,

substantial evidence in the record supports the trial court's

finding that EUSD yoga is completely devoid of religious

elements for Establishment Clause purposes.ll This Court

should uphold this threshold determination and affirm the

judgment.

10 Indeed, much of the evidence in this case required the court to
make credibility determinations, which courts of appeal generally
wiII not disturb. (In re George T (2004) 33 Cal.4th 620, 634
["Because the trier of fact is in a superior position to observe the
demeanor of witnesses, credibility determinations are not subject
to independent review . . . "].)
11 This is quite a different situation from that at issue ín Malnah,
u. Yogí, upon which the Sedlocks heavily rely. In Mølnah, t}re
court made two findings: (1) "SCI/TM course was religious in
nature," Malna,l¿ u. Yogí (3d Cir. 1979) 592 F.2d I97 , L99; and (2)

the challenged course expressly taught the religion of SCI/TM
through the textbook and required participation in a religious
ritual. Id. at p. 200.
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B. Yoga's historical roots in Hinduism and other
Eastern Religions do not make EUSD's yoga
program religious for purposes of California's
religious free dom provisions.

The fact that yoga has historical roots in Eastern religions

does not, as the trial court acknowledged, compel a finding that

the 2013 EUSD yoga program is religious. The trial court found

that EUSD's yoga program was not religious (the key threshold

question in this case), but then also found that "the roots of yoga

are religious . . . . Accordingly, yoga is religious." (CT 1093.) The

most reasonable reading of the trial court's twin findings is that

yoga may have religious roots and may in some contexts be

religious, but EUSD's yoga program is devoid of religious

elements and entirely secular. The approach taken by the trial

court is consistent with Establishment Clause case law.

In determining whether a challenged government action

with religious roots is religious for trstablishment purposes,

"context is determinative." (Neu;dow u. Rio Linda Union School

Dist. (9th Cir. 2010) 597 F.3d 1007, 1019.) What \Mas once

religious need not be always religious. An activity with

unquestionably religious roots and religious purposes can

transform over time into a secular activity or may be executed in

a manner that is not religious. Thus, the religious roots of an

activity do not compel a finding that the activity is necessarily

religious and violative of the Establishment Clause now.

In McGowa,n u. State of Maryland (L96I) 366 U.S. 420, 444,

for example, the United States Supreme Court held that although
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Sunday closing laws had roots in Christianity and once served

the purpose of promoting Christianity, those religious roots and

purposes have been lost in modern America, and Sunday closing

laws have become entirely secular. In Newdow, t}r.e Ninth Circuit

held that although the phrase "under God" in the Pledge of

Allegiance has "religious significance," in the context of the

Pledge as a whole, the phrase is patriotic rather than religious.

(Newdow, su,pra,597 F.3d at p. 1021.) In Bader u. Wren, a federal

district court in New Hampshire found that despite a prison's

anti-violence program's roots in Quakerism and resemblance to

Quaker philosophy, the program did not violate the

Establishment Clause because it did "not allude to, invoke, or call

upon any religious books, scriptures, passages or moral code,

Quaker or otherwíse." (Bader u. Wre¡¿ (D.N.H. 2008) 532 F. S.tpp.

2d 308, 315.) The district court found the program entirely

secular. (Id. at p. 316.)

Yoga, as it is practiced in the United States, has undergone

a transformation. Many Americans who practice yoga do so for

the health benefits rather than as part of a religious ritual.

According to one federal district court, "ffioga practices are

widely accepted in the western world, simply for their exercise

benefi,ts . . . ." (Altman u. Bedford Cent. School Dist. (Altman I)

(SDI{Y 1999) 45 F. Snpp.2d 368, 385, rev'd on other grounds, (2d

Cir. 2001) 245 F.3d 49 (Altman IÐ.) The very range of yoga

classes offered to consumers and the types of yoga demonstrate

the loss of its religious roots and its current secular nature.

American health and fitness consumers can choose among such
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offerings as hip-hop yoga, paddle board yogâ, hangover yoga,

kickboxing yoga, aqua yoga, yoga booty ballet, airplane yoga,

trampoline yoga, disco yoga, scuba yogâ, âcrobatic yoga, and

many others. (CT 776; see also CT 787, 788,796,803, 813, 830

833.)

Such a transformation is not unique to yoga. Indeed,

because civilization itself, along with science, philosophy,

literature, etc., has religious roots, Americans live daily among

religiously rooted aspects of our culture that are now entirely

secular. (See McGowan, supro.366 U.S. 420, 503-504 ["Cultural

history establishes not a few practices and prohibitions religious

in origin which are retained. as secular institutions and ways long

after their religious sanctions and justifications are gone"].) Few

people today, for example, consider that they are giving a

blessing when they utter the word "goodbye" to a friend on

parting. But the term originated from the phrase "God be with

you." (Meriam-Webster Online, http://www.merriam-

webster.com/dictionary/good-bye.) When someone near us

sneezes, we say "Bless you" or "God bless you." We say this as an

expected and polite expression for which there is no substitute in

English. The word "holiday" comes from "holy day."tz (1d.,

http ://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/holiday.) The origin

of modern sport, the Olympics, has roots in religious ritual.

12 The religious roots of "holiday" have become so lost and the
term so seculaúzed that "happy holidays" has become the
politically correct substitute for the once ubiquitous "Merry
Christmas" greeting.
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(Ancient Olympic Games, The Games and Religion,

http://www.olympic.org.) Yet the track and field events that have

not changed much since ancient times are ubiquitous in public

schools and unquestionably secular.

While some formerly religious activities have lost their

religious connections altogether (see McGowan, su,pra,366 U.S.

at p. 444) [Sunday closing laws]), other activities with religious

roots may be entirely secular in one context and entirely religious

in another. One such practice is male circumcision. This practice

of unquestionably religious origin is common in the llnited States

for non-religious purposes. Circumcision may be performed as a

purely medical procedure conducted by a medical doctor, or it
may be performed as part of a bris conducted by a rabbi. No one,

however, would argue that the circumcision performed by a

doctor on a non-Jew would constitute a religious act. The

Sedlocks, however, request that this Court accept that very

argument - circumcision performed by a medical professional is

necessarily religious because in some contexts it is religious.

Misunderstanding the proper inquiry and the importance of

context, the Sedlocks argue that in"Malnah u. Yogí, the federal

appellate court found that Transcendental Meditation ("TM"),

promoted by guru Maharishi Mahesh Yogi and having its roots in

Hinduism, was religious and therefore could not be taught in the

public schools of New Jersey."rs (AOB 31.) This is an inaccurate

13 The Sedlocks also incorrectly argue that "[t]he religious nature
of yoga and its direct and inextricable links with the religion of
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understanding of Malnaå, however, because TM's having

religious roots in Hinduism was not a dispositive factor in the

Court's decision. Rather, the determinative element from Malnal¿

was the "recognition of tlne religíous nature of the teachings and

actiuities." (Il[alnalz, supra,592F.2d at p. 199.) Specifi.cally, the

course included "ceremonial student offerings to deities as part of

a regularly scheduled course in the schools'educational

programs." (Id. at p. 200.)

A more relevant case than Malnal¿, entirely ignored by the

Sedlocks, is Altmøn u. Bedford Central School District (Altman

II).In Altmøn II, t}r'e Second Circuit affirmed the district court's

finding that the school district did not violate the Establishment

Clause by inviting a Sikh minister to conduct yoga exercises for

Hinduism have been affirmed since Malnah, was decided." (AOB
35, (emphasis added).) First, this observation implies that these
cases somehow rely on Malnøh, which they do not. Second, none
of these cases relate to the Establishment Clause, and none state
that the practice of yoga cannot be extricated from the practice of
Hinduism. See Self-Realizøtion Fellowship Church u. Anand,a
Church of Self-Reølizøtion (9th Cir. 1995) 59 F.3d 902
(trademark dispute between rival yoga schools about whether the
term "Self-Realízatíon" distinctly identified plaintiffs' products
and servicesl; Powell u. Perry (E.D. Ark. 1988) 1988 \ryL 93834
(acknowledging that "Yoga is a method of practicing Hinduism,"
but finding no constitutional violation in depriving prisoner of
book entitled "Initiation to Yoga" which is not a religious text);
Cotton u. Cate (N.D. CaI. March, 2OI2) 2OI2 WL 1094237 (finding
that yoga was an element of plaintiffs'religious practices);
Garuins u. Burnet, (W.D. Mich. 2009) 2009 WL 723888 (finding
plaintiffs constitutional rights not violated where prison officials
allowed plaintiff to practice yoga postures but forbade him from
teaching the religion of yoga during Buddhist services).
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students in gym class. "[A]lthough the presenter was dressed in a

turban and wore the beard of a Sikh minister, he did not in his

yoga exercise presentation advance any religious concepts or

ideas." (Altman II, supra,245 F.3d at pp. 65-66.) As here, the

yoga exercises conducted were completely devoid of religious

content. The Second Circuit properly considered what was taught

to the children rather than the religious roots of the activity.

F urther, the Second Circuit was untroubled by the fact that the

yoga teacher was a religious figure because the yoga he taught

was not religious. Here, the yoga being taught by EUSD is

likewise not religious. Moreover, by contrast, EUSD employees,

not religious figures, teach yoga.

Whether an activity is religious for Establishment Clause

purposes depends not on its religious roots, but upon the context

in which the practice occurs. Yoga may be part of Hindu ritual

and a religious practice in some contexts. Neither yoga booty

ballet nor disco yoga likely occurs in such a context. Just so,

EUSD yoga is not yoga in a religious context. EUSD yoga must be

viewed as part of a physical education program implemented to

meet state and federal standards for physical education. Viewing

EUSD's yoga program in such a context, the trial court properly

found that EUSD's yoga is not religious despite yoga's religious

roots. Thus, EUSD's yoga program simply cannot violate the

Establishment Clause or the religious freedom provisions of the

California Constitution.
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In.

Even If EUSD Yoga Were Religious, It Would Pass
Constitutional Muster Because it Satisfies the

Lemon Test.la

A. Th.e Lemon test.

Once a challenged practice is determined to be religious,

the Ninth Circuit, as well as the California Supreme Court, has

adopted t}r'e Lemor¿ test to examine whether the practice violates

the Establishment Clause. The test "requires a challenged

government practice (1) to have a secular purpose, (2) to have a

primary effect that neither advances nor inhibits religion, and (3)

not to foster excessive state entanglement with religion." (Brown

u. Woodland Joint Unified Sch. Dist (gth Cir. 1994) 27 F.3d

1373,1378 (citing Lemon u. Kurtzman (197L) 403 U.S. 602,612-

613); Sands, supre.53 Cal.3d 863, 874.) To survive an

Establishment Clause challenge, the government action at issue

must satisfy all three prongs of the Lemon test.15 (Edusards u.

Aguillørd (1987) 482 U.S. 578, 583.)

1a Although the trial court concluded that EUSD yoga was devoid
of religious elements, it nevertheless proceeded to apply the
Lemon test and conclude that even if EUSD yoga contained
religious elements, it passed muster "under the United States
and California Constitutions . . . ." (CT 1107.) If this Court agrees
that the EUSD yoga progrâm is not religious, then it may affirm
on that ground alone, and need not proceed to t}'e Lemon analysis
in this section.
15 At least in cases involving government aid to religious
institutions, the Supreme Court has folded the "entanglement"
inquiry into the second prong "effect" inquiry. See Mitchell u.

Helms (2000) 530 U.S. 793, 807-808. Whether aid has the "effect"'
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In applying the Lemon test, the fact that the challenged

activity contains religious elements does not convert the

challenged activity into a religious exercise in violation of the

Establishment Clause.16 (Lynch u. Donnelly G98a) 465 U.S. 668,

of advancing religion is determined by "(i) whether governmental
aid results in government indoctrination; (ii) whether recipients
of the aid are defined by reference to religion; and (iii) whether
the aid creates excessive government entanglement with
religion." Community House, Ine. u. City of Boise (9th Cir. 2007)
490 F.3d IO4l, 1055 (citing Agostini u. Felton (1997) 521 U.S.
203,234). Because this case does not involve direct government
aid to a religious institution and the cases analyzing
entanglement in other contexts treat entanglement as a separate
prong, this brief evaluates entanglement as a separate inquiry,
even though we recogníze tL.at there is considerable overlap with
the effect inquiry. See, e.g., Rogers u. Mulholland (D.R.I. 2012)
858 F. Snpp. 2d. 2I3, 224 fn. 10 (stating that while "[s]ome courts
suggest that the second and third prongs of the Lemon test have
been combined, . . . lt]his Court . . . chooses the clearer route for
the reader; thus the Court will perform a separate analysis under
all three of the Lemon prongs").
16 This is a different inquiry from the contextual analysis used to
determine whether any alleged religious elements in the program
render the program religious for Establishment purposes. Where
the religious threshold question has been satisfied, the issue then
becomes whether a program that is religious in nature may still
be taught. In Brown, for example, the Ninth Circuit noted that
"[s]ome student participatory activity involving school-sponsored
ritual may be permissible . . . where the activity is used for
secular pedagogical purposes. For example, having children act
out a ceremonial American Indian dance for the purpose of
exploring and learning about American Indian culture may be
permissible even if the dance was religious rituaI." Brown, su,pre,,

27 F.3d at p. 1380 fn. 6. The Ninth Circuit's interpretation of the
law directly contradicts the Sedlocks' contention that the mere
physical engagement in yoga poses for a secular purpose
constitutes a religious activity forbidden by the Establishment
clause' 
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680 ["Focus exclusively on the religious component of any activity

would inevitably lead to its invalidation under the Establishment

Clause"] ; Bauchman for Bauchmøn u. West High School (10th

Cir. 1997) t32 F.3d 542, 554 ["[W]e cannot allow Ms. Bauchman

to support her claim with allegations focused solely on the

religious component of classroom activity, since such approach

would inevitably lead to invalidation of the activity under the

Establishment Clause" (citing Lynch, supra.465 U.S. at p. 680)].)

B. The Sedlocks concede that EUSD yoga satisfies
the first prong of Lemonz it has a secular
purpose.

The first prong of the Lemon test "asks whether the

challenge d. gouernment o,ction has a secular purpose or was takeá

for the 'ostensible and predominant purpose of advancing

religion.l" (Access Fund u. U.S. Dept. of Agrículture (9th Cir.

2007) 499 F.3d 1036, 1043 (quoting McCreary County u. American

Ciuil Liberties Union of Ky.(2005) 545 U.S. 844, 860) (emphasis

added).) "A religious purpose alone is not enough to invalidate [a
government action]. The religious purpose must predominate."

(Edwørds, st)prd,,482 U.S. at p. 599.)

The Sedlocks do not challenge EUSD yoga under the first

prong. (AOB 39; see also RT 1062 [closing argument by the

Sedlocks' counsel].) And the trial court found. no evidence of any

religious purpose on the part of EUSD. (CT 1094.) Rather, the

trial court determined that EUSD's purpose was to institute a

physical education and health program that met state standards

and was an alternative to more traditional programs, which
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favored the more athletically inclined students and were more

prone to bullying (CT 1082, L094; see also RT 30 [EUSD's

opening statementf , 82,854-855 [Baird and Miyashiro testimony

about purpose].) trUSD's purpose was thus entirely secular, and

therefore satisfies the first prong of Lemon.

C. EUSD yoga satisfies the second prong of Lemonz
it does not have the primary effect of advancing
or inhibiting religion.

Under the second prong of Lemon the "principal or primary

effect" of the government's action "must be one that neither

advances nor inhibits religion." (Lemon u. Kurtzn"Lan (1971) 403

U.S. 602, 612.) "The relevant inquiry . . . 'is whether the

government's action actually conveys a message of endorsement

of religion in general or of a particular religion."' (Brown, st)pre,,

27 F.3d at p. 1378 (quoting Kreisner u. Cíty of San Diego (9th Cir.

1993) 1 F.3d 775,783).)

1 The Sedlocks confuse advancement of
religion with conveying a message of
endorsement.

The Sedlocks improperly contend that EUSD yoga

advances Hinduism because "[r]eligious intentions may develop

through performance of religious rituals, rather than initial

intentions determining whether an action is religiously

meaningful." (AOB 8.) The "effect prong" of the Lemon test,

however, "is properly interpreted not to require invalidation of a

government practice merely because it in fact causes, even as a

primary effect, ad.vancement or inhibition of religion." (Lynch,
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supra,465 U.S. at p. 692 (O'Connor, J., concurring).) Rather, the

Establishment Clause is violated where the government practice

communicates a message of government endorsement or

disapproval of religion. "It is only practices having that effect"

that are held to violate the Establishment Clause. (,Id.)

In Brown, the lrtrinth Circuit rejected plaintiffs' argument

that exposure to textbooks that referred to witchcraft would

"through the use of neuro-linguistic programing, gradually and

subconsciously . . . 'foster and promote' a magical world view that

renders children susceptible to future control by occult groups

and more likely to become involved in occult practices later in

their lives." (Brown, supra,,27 F.3d at p. 1382.) Thus, even if
plaintiffs in Brown, or the Sedlocks here, could establish that

such exposure would inevitably lead to students developing such

religious viewpoints, it would not be enough to render the

challenged activity violative of the Establishment Clause.

2. Ary alleged rnotivations of the Jois
Foundation are not part of the second
prong analysis.

While the Sedlocks conceded at trial that truSD had a

secular purpose in instituting the yoga program (CT 1094), they

contend that the Jois Foundation's "stated'mission'is to

disseminate the religious teachings of Guruji and the practice of

Ashtanga yoga throughout the United States." (AOB 41.)

According to the Sedlocks, this results in the EIJSD's yoga

program endorsing Hinduism. (Ibid,.)
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The Eighth Circuit Court of Appeals rejected a similar

argument in Starle u. Independent School District, No. 640 (9th

Cir. 1997) I23 F .3d 1068, 1070. In Starl¿ a member of a religious

group known as "The Brethren" purchased an old elementary

school building no longer used by the district. (1d,. atp. 1070.) As

part of their deeply held religious beliefs, the Brethren eschew

technology. (Id.) With the goal of creating a school in the local

community for Brethren children, the owner offered to lease the

building to the district for a multi-age classroom. The offer

stated, "[*]e would have no objection to it being a public school,"

but requested that the charter of the new school state "[t]hat no

T.V., Radios, Videos, and Computers be used." (Id.) The district

agreed to open the school and signed a three-year lease. Under

the lease, the parents of the Brethren children would "have the

right to comment on and provide input regarding classroom

materials to the same extent as other parents in the School

district." (Id. at p. 1071 (internal quotation marks omitted).) The

district, however, would "retainfi the sole discretion regarding

final approval of textbooks and instructional materials." (Id.

(internal quotation marks omitted).)

The Eighth Circuit reversed the district court's findings

that the school district's action had the primary effect of

advancing religion by supporting the Brethren's religious

intentions. "'A law is not unconstitutional simply because it
o,llows churches to advance religion . . . . For a law to have

forbidden 'effects' under Lemon, it must be fair to say that the

governm ent itself has advanced religion through its own
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activities and infLuence."' (Id. at pp. 1074-1075 (quoting

Corporatíon, of Presiding Bishop of Church of Jesus Christ of

Løtter-day Søints u. Amos (1987) 483 U.S. 327, 334-335).)

Just as the Brethren's religious purposes could not properly

be imputed to the district in StørI¿ to show endorsement, here,

any alleged purpose of the Jois Foundation (assuming there had

been independent evidence to establish it) cannot be imputed to

EUSD. Thus, the proper inquiry is whether EUSD's actíons

conveyed a message of endorsing Hinduism or of hostility to

Christianity.

A reasonable observer would not view
EUSD yoga as conununicating government
endorsement of Hinduism or the
disapproval of Christianity.

Whether government action "actually conveys a message of

endorsement of religion in general or of a particular religion" is

judged from the perspective of a reasonable observer who is

familiar with the history of the practice at issue. (Brown, supra,

27 F.3d at p. 1378 ["This hypothetical observer is informed as

well as reasonable; we assume that he or she is familiar with the

history of the government practice at issue"].) "However, these

assumptions are less valid for elementary school children, who

are less informed, more impressionable and more subject to peer

pressure than average adults." (Id.) Accordingly, the Ninth

Circuit has determined that courts should therefore "antalyze

whether an objective observer in the position of an elementary

3
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school student would perceive a message of endorsement

disapproval . . ." (1d..at p. 1379.)

or of

The reasonable observer is not an expert in the religion at

issue. (Aluarødo, su,pra,94, F.3d at p. L232.) In fact, courts

generally do not consider expert opinions as part of the

reasonable observer analysis. (Brown, su,prcr,,27 F.3d at p. 1382

["The Supreme Court generally has not relied on expert

testimony to determine whether a school practice reasonably

appears to endorse religion"].) Rather than looking at the activity

from the subjective eyes of an expert who sees religion

everywhere, the reasonable observer is informed by the history

and context of practice at issue - here, the development and

teaching of the EUSD yoga program. (See Edru;ørd,s, supra, 482

U.S. at p. 595 [inquiry looks to "the historical context of the

statute . . . and the specific sequence of events leading to [its]

passage"l; Capitol Square Reuiew and Aduisory Bd. u. Pinette

(1995) 515 U.S. 753, 780 (O'Connot, J., concurring in part and

concurring in judgment) ["[T]he reasonable observer in the

endorsement inquiry must be deemed aware of the hístory and,

context of the con'L,n'Lunity and,forum in which the religious display

appears"(emphasis added)].) Thus the reasonable observer

inquiry focuses on the government's actions and the community

in which they occurred.
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As to the religious elements of yoga generally,lT a

reasonable observer familiar with the local community and

EUSD's actions would likely know that yoga has roots in

Hinduism, but would also know that "yoga practices are widely

accepted in the western world, simply for their exercise benefits."

(Altman I, supra, 45 F. S.tpp. 2d at p. 385.) This western view of

yoga permeates the Encinitas community where a significant

percentage of the local residents practice yoga. (CT 781, 861.)

"Encinitas has become one of the health and wellness capitals of

San Diego County, and yoga has been instrumental in attracting

the clientele who appreciate this atmosphere. Yoga is a key part

of the Downtown Encinitas economy, culture, and history." (CT

361.) "Encinitas is synonymous with yoga. It's all about a

healthy, balanced, Iifestyle inspired by our natural environment."

(CT 862.) In Encinitas, yoga is about health and wellness, not

just religious devotion.

17 The Sedlocks' argument that the trial court was confused about
whether the reasonable observer was ignorant and how the
observer is informed about the religious practice at issue (AOB
44) is also incorrect. No party at trial argued for an "ignorant
child standard." Rather, the argument was over the scope of the
hypothetical observer's knowledge of religion. As the Ninth
Circuit has observed, the proper inquiry focuses on the observer's
familiarity with the government practice at issue; for example,
whether a reasonable observer would have known that the
Plumed Serpent was religious was not because of expertise or
imputed knowledge of Aztec religion, but because the government
had acknowledged that fact in publicízing the display. Aluarado,
supre,,94 F.3d at p. 1232.
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A reasonable observer would also be aware that EUSD's

purpose was to institute a physical education program aligned

with yoga's health and wellness benefits. (See RT 82; Trial Exh.

15 [Mtn. to Augment, Exh. 15].) EUSD yoga is taught by teachers

hired and controlled by the district, not religious figures. (CT

1087.) The yoga curriculum was developed by and is entirely

controlled by EUSD. (Ibid.) Nowhere in the EUSD curriculum is

there mention of Hindu prayers or deities or becoming one with

God. (Trial trxh. 15 [Mtn to Augment, Exh. 15].) Nowhere in the

trUSD curriculum is there mention of the eight limbs of

Ashtanga. Finally, the reasonable observer would also know that

discussions of EIJSD's yoga being religious were driven entirely

by parents who objected to the program and whose concerns the

district addressed. (See RT 881, 882,884-885 [Miyashiro].)

Instead of arguing what a reasonable, objective observer

would see in EIJSD's yoga program, the Sedlocks seek to leverage

their subjective view of EUSD yoga as endorsing Hinduism into

an Establishment Clause violation. They claim that it is not

necessary for the Court to use a hypothetical reasonable observer

because "many actual students and parents have . . . concluded -
that the EUSD yoga program is religious . . ." (AOB 43.)

This argument, however, has no place in the analysis:

"Rather than consider what effect a challenged government

practice has had on a particular public school student, the

Supreme Court and this circuit consistently have applied an

objective standard for public school Establishment Clause
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inquiries." (Brown, su,pre.27 F.3d at p. 1379 (citing Lee u.

Weisman (1992) 505 U.S. 577, 597).) The objective standard is in

place because "'[p]eople may take offense at aII manner of

religious as well as nonreligious messages."' (1d,. (quotíng Lee,

supra,505 U.S. at p. 597).) "If an Establishment Clause violation

arose each time a student believed that a school practice either

advanced or disapproved of a religion, school curricula would be

reduced to the lowest common denominator, permitting each

student to become a curriculum review committee unto himself or

herself." (Brown, supro,,27 F.3d at p. 1379.)

In furtherance of their subjective standard, the Sedlocks

improperly define the "government practice at issue" as Ashtanga

yoga rather than as the development of the EUSD yoga program.

According to the Sedlocks, "the reasonable observer student

would. be a hypothetical EUSD student who is aware of

Hinduism, understands that yoga is rooted in Hinduism, and that

Yoga is religious." (AOB 43.) On top of that, the Sedlocks claim

that this hypothetical child "understand[s] that the e,se,nas aîe

acknowledgements/worship/prayers to Hindu deities," and

"understand[s] that becoming one with God (sømadhi) is the goal

of Ashtanga yoga." (Ibid.) This is not what an objective observer

would know about the program, but is rather what the Sedlocks'

expert espoused about EIJSD's yoga program (See CT 1099) - an

opinion the trial court found "is not objective, is not credible." (CT

1099, 1100-1101 ["Dr.Brown is the Petitioners'whole case. . . .

Dr. Brown sees religion everywhere in this"].)
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These claims illustrate the impropriety of the Sedlocks'

proposed subjective approach. tr'irst, such claims isolate the

religious elements from the broader government practice at issue

(in this case, EIJSD's yoga program). The Sedlocks ignore that

the reasonable observer would also know that yoga is not

religious in many contexts and that the EUSD yoga curriculum

contains no references to worship or God or prayers or limbs.

Second, such claims improperly seek to transform the reasonable

observer into a religious expert familiar with Ashtanga yoga;

adopting this approach would unnecessarily promote the

contested view that such a practice is inextricably and

unavoidably religious.

Based on the history of the development of EUSD yoga, the

local community in which it was developed, its curriculum and its

practice, an objective, reasonable observer would not find that

EUSD yoga conveys a message of endorsing Hinduism or of

hostility toward Christianity. Applying the reasonable observer

standard as articulated by the Ninth Circuit ín Brown, the trial
court made the proper determination. This Court should affirm.

D Finally, EUSD yoga satisfies the third prong of
Lemon: it is not excessively entangled with
religion.

"[T]he Establishment Clause does not prohibit all

entanglements; only excessive ones that demonstrate that a

government program has the impermissible effect of advancing

[or evidencing hostility toward] religion." (Prince u. Jacoby (9th

Ctu.2002) 303 F.3d 1074,1096, cert. denied (2003) 540 U.S. 813.)
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There are two types of excessive entanglement: administrative

and political. (Nrzrre u. Whítehead (9th Cir. 2009) 580 F.3d 1087,

tO97 (citing Lemon, su,pra,403 U.S. at pp. 619-623).)

Administrative entanglement "involves comprehensive,

discriminating, and continuing state surveillance of religion." (-[d,

(citing Vernon u. City of Los Angeles (9th Cir. 1994) 27 F.3d 1385,

1399).) Political entanglement results from political divisiveness

fostered by the government's involvement with religion. Qd.)ß

Neither form of entanglement is present in this case.

Rather, the Sedlocks argue excessive entanglement by contesting

the factual determinations made by the trial court and persisting

in their contention that merely engaging in yoga exercises

amounts to religious ritual

EUSD's yoga program does not create
excessive administrative entanglement.

Administrative entanglement occurs in two contexts: (1)

where the government provides aid to a religious institution and

must engage in comprehensive surveillance and monitoring of the

religious institution to ensure the aid goes toward secular

18 The entanglement analysis echoes the "essential. . .

ingredients" of an establishment of religion, as the F ounders saw
it: government funding of the church, government control over
doctrine and personnel of the church, government coercion of
religious belief and practice, and government use of the state
church to carry out civil functions. See Michael W. McConnell,
Estøblishment and Disestablishment at th,e Founding, Part I:
Establishment of Religion (2003) 44Wm. & Mary L. Rev. 2105,
2118, 2r3L, 2L32, 2L44, 2147, 2159, 2171-2L76.
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activitieste (see Lemon, suprd,403 U.S. 602), and (2) where a

school invites religious figures into the school to perform religious

functions and exerts control over the religious content of their

speech (see Sørud,s, supra, 53 Cal.3d at p. 879). Neither type of

entanglement is present here. EUSD provided no aid to a

religious institution. Nor did EUSD invite religious figures into

the school to perform religious activities.

For EUSD to be excessively entangled with religion, the

yoga program must involve a relationship with a religious

institution. (Lemon, strpra,4O3 U.S. at p. 615 [stating that courts

evaluate entanglement by examining "the character and purposes

of the institutions that are benefited, the nature of the aid that

the State provides, and the resulting relationship between the

government and the religious authority"].) Here, there is no

evidence that a religious institution was involved. As discussed

above, the trial court found no evidence that the Jois F oundation

is a religious organization. (CT 1083.) The trial court did

determine that the Jois Foundation is dedicated to spreading

Ashtanga yoga (ibid.), but EUSD does not teach Ashtanga yoga.

le The Supreme Court has relaxed its understanding of what type
of entanglement is excessive since Lemon. Following Lemon
strictly in Aguilar u. Feltor¿ (1985) 473 U.S. 402, tir'e Supreme
Court held that a New York City program which put public
teachers into religious schools to provide remedial education
resulted in excessive entanglement because of the monitoring
required to ensure that their work would not serve to endorse the
religious mission of the schools in which they served. Twelve
years later ínAgostini, supra,52L U.S. 203, the Court overruled
Aguilør and held that while some monitoring was required, it
was not enough to constitute excessive entanglement.
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(CT 1090; see also RT 605, 608, 855 [EUSD yoga an amalgam of

different yoga styles].) Even if the Jois F oundation \¡¡ere a

religious organization, it did not control the EUSD yoga program.

The trial court found that the'curriculum was entirely developed

and controlled by EIJSD. (CT 1087.) The trial court also found

that EUSD teachers were hired by the district after being judged

by the JoiS Foundation to be proficient in teaching yoga postures

to children. (Ibid.) Because, as the trial court found, the non-

religious Jois F oundation has no real control over the content or

teaching of trUSD yogâ, there is no need for EIJSD to monitor or

engage in surveillance of any religious organization. There can be

no entanglement.

The Sedlocks again rely on their argument that yoga is

necessarily religious in an attempt to prove excessive

entanglement. According to the Sedlocks, because EUSD selected

the teachers who were trained by Jois and because EUSD

controlled the entire curriculum, "EIJSD not only was involved in

selecting religious speah,ers but was intimately involved in

regulating and controlling their religious speech." (AOB 46.) But

the Sedlocks fail to show that the teachers hired by the district

are, in fact, religious speakers or that any religious speech is

being controlled. This entire argument is a concoction of Dr.

Brown, who, according to the trial court, believes "the Jois

F oundation is on a sinister mind-control conspiracy having a

grand design to get these children and yoke them, to get them on

a path to become practicing Hindus or Buddhists or Jainists." (CT

1106.)
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The Sedlocks also argue that the removal of cultural

references from the program - "stripping" in their terms -
constitutes excessive entanglement. (AOB 46.) Even if the

removed cultural references were arguably religious in some

contexts, this is not excessive entanglement. The plaintiffs in

Brown u. Wood,land, made the same arguments, which the Ninth

Circuit rejected. "This one-time review, which was conducted in

response to the complaints of, among others the [plaintiffs],
clearly does not cause the School District to become entangled

with religion." (Brown, suprd,, 27 F.3d at p. 1384.) Furthermore,

even if such one-time review could have been classified as

entanglement at that time, "this is irrelevant to whether the

School District continues to be entangled with religion." (Id.)

Excessive entanglement requires ongoing supervision and

surveillance of the religious organization. There is no need here

for any ongoing monitoring of Jois. Any future inquiry by the

District into any alleged religious content will only arise from

parental complaints, rather than from any actions taken by

EUSD to control Jois.

The Sedlocks merely succeed in pointing out that EUSD

must monitor its own yoga program and its own teachers to

ensure that the curriculum is taught as it is written. There is

nothing constitutionally suspect about this. "[A]ction taken to

avoid conflict with the Establishment Clause and maintain the

very neutrality the Clause requires neither has a primary effect

of advancing or inhibiting religion nor excessively entangles
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government with religion." (Johnson u. Poway Unified School

Dist. (9th Cir. 2011) 658 F.3d 954,972.) Removing unnecessary

cultural references from the EUSD yoga program makes clear

that the EIJSD's intention and purpose is to teach yoga in a non-

religious context for a non-religious purpose and ensures that an

objective reasonable observer would not see a message of

endorsement. This does not demonstrate that EUSD is exerting

any control over a religious institution or that any religious

institution is exerting control over EUSD.

2. EUSD's yoga program does not create
political entanglement.

Political divisiveness caused by the endorsement of a

religion may contribute to a finding of excessive entanglement.

(Brown, supra, 27 F.3d at p. 1383.) Such political entanglement

generally appears only in cases involving direct financial

subsidies paid to religious schools. (Nune, su,pre,,580 F.3d at p.

1098; Brown, supra,,27 F.3d at p. 1383 [rejecting political

divisiveness argument where District's adoption of textbooks was

"not an intentional effort to aid overtly religious exercises and

issues"].) Political divisiveness, on its own, is not "an independent

ground for holding a government practice unconstitutional."

(Brown, srlpre,,27 F.3d at p. 1383; Americøn Family Ass'n Inc. u.

City and County of Søn Frøncisco (9th Ctu.2002) 277 F.3d ILI ,

IL23 (rejecting argument that excessive entanglement resulted

solely from governmental action that "encouraged political

divisiveness along religious lines"].)
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Here, no financial subsidies were directly paid to any

religious institution. The trial court found no evidence of political

divisiveness as a result of EUSD's yoga program. Moreover, the

Sedlocks argue political divisiveness only under California law,

not under Lemon's third prong, yet they cite no California

precedent.2o (AOB 50.) Absent a showing on another basis, any

claim about political divisiveness created by the EIJSD yoga

program "is insufficient to create an appearance of endorsement

or disapproval of religion." (Brown, su,pra,27 F.3d at p. 1383.)

IV.

Since EUSD Yoga Satisfies the Federal Establishment
Clause, It Likewise Does Not Violate the Religious
Freedom Provisions of the California Constitution.

The arguments and issues under the California

Constitution are identical to those already addressed under the

federal Constitution. Indeed, the Sedlocks rely on a single

California case, Sands u. Morongo, which does not provide a

different analysis under the California Constitution .In Sands u.

Morongo the Supreme Court of California held that a school

district's selection of religious speakers to give invocations and

benedictions at graduation ceremonies violated the

Establishment Clause and the religious freedom provisions of the

California Constitution. (Sands, supra,53 Cal.Sd at p. 867.) To

find the Establishment Clause violation, the Court performed the

20 The Sedlocks' citation to Sands is from the Court's analysis of
the Establishment Clause rather than the religious freedom
provisions of the California Constitution. See Sands, supra, 53
CaI.3d at pp. 876,878-879.
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Lemon test. (Id. at pp. 872-881.) \ /hile the court stated that it
independently determined the district's action violated the

California Constitution, it applied no additional or alternative

analysis beyond Lemon. (Id. at p. 883.) Based on its findings

under Lemon, the Court concluded that the school-sponsored

performance of prayers endorsed religion in violation of Article I,

section 4, took a "positionfi on religious questions " in violation of

section 4's no preference clause, and promoted religion in

violation of Article XVI, section 5. (Id.)

Despite their reliance on Sands u. Morongo to show that

EUSD must independently satisfy the California Constitution,

the Sedlocks' arguments under the California Constitution offer

nothing new and rely on federal case law. As the trial court

found, in contrast to Sands u. Morongo, EIJSD yoga is not prayer

or ritual and is entirely devoid of any religious elements. It was

not developed for any religious purposes; it does not endorse,

promote, or aid any religion in any way;21 nor is it excessively

entangled in any religion. EUSD yoga, therefore, satisfies all

three prongs of the Lemon test, and there is simply no precedent

21 In a concurring opinion in Sønds u. Morongo, Justice Mosk
suggested that the proper test for determining whether
government action violated Article XVI, section 5 is whether the
aid is direct or indirect and whether the nature of the aid is
substantial or incidental. Sands, supra,53 CaI.3d at pp. 913
(Mosk, J., concurring). Even if this Court \ryere to apply such a
separate test to EUSD yoga, there would be no violation of the
California Constitution. The Sedlocks have not shown, nor does
the evidence support, that EUSD's actions aided any religion.
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for finding that a program that satisfies the federal

Establishment Clause violates the California Constitution.

V

Conclusion

For the foregoing reasons, the judgment should be affirmed.

Respectfully submitted,
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United States District Court, E.D.

Arkansas, Pine Bluff Division.

Joseph POWELL, Plaintiff,

Captain PERRY, Sergeant Tate, Sergeant Helfner,

and Warclen Willis Sargent, Cummins Unit,

Arkansas Department of Correction, Defendants.

No. PB-C-8S-931. I June zo, 1988.

MEMORANDUM AND ORDER

JOHN F. FORSTER, United States Magistrate

*l This is a prison civil rights case filed under 42 LJ.S.C.

$ 1983 and 28 Li.S.C. ù 1915. The matter is before the

magistrate for final disposition pursuant to 28 ti.S.C. $ 636

by consent of the parties. Plaintiff is pro se. On February 25,

1988, a hearing was conducted to determine whether factual

issues exist which warranted submission to a jury. The Courl

concludes that there are not and holds that the Defendants are

entitled to judgment as a matter of law.

The Plaintiff herein is Joseph Powell, an inmate at the

Maximum Security Unit of the Arkansas Department of
Correction. He alleges that on June 16, 1985, the Defendants

ordered, approved of, or participated in a shakedown

of his cell located in the punitive isolation wing of
the prison. Legal material consisting of writing paper, a

prison litigation manual, two books on legal rulings and

other assorted materials were taken during the shakedown.

Also taken during the shakedown was a book entitled

Initiation into Yoga, by Sri Krishna Prem. Plaintiff alleges

that the Defendants violated his right of access to the

coufts guaranteed by the due process clause and his First

Amendment right to possess religious literature by taking

these items away from him.

At the hearing, the Defendants admitted taking the Yoga

book from Plaintiffs cell and refusing to retum it while

Plaintiff was assigned to punitive isolation. They deny that

his legal material was taken. The Defendants refer the Couf
to Deparlment of Correction Administrative Regulation #

839, I which governs inmate privileges in punitive isolation.

Administrative Regulation # 839 provides in peitinent part

that punitive isolation prisoners may have the following rights

with regard to legal and religious materials:

(8) Law Library 
-After 

having been on punitive status for

twenty (20) days inmates may order books from the law

library to be delivered one day per week. Books may be kept

for only twenty-four (24) hours.

Exceprion: Law books will be made readily accessible to

those inmates who need to meet statutory or court imposed

deadlines.

(9) Personal Property 
-Inmates 

sentenced to punitive

segregation aÍs not allowed personal properly in

accordance with AR 841. While on punitive status, the inmate

will be allowed to have the following items only, contingent

upon good security.

a. LegaI materials-only that amount which can be kept neat

and orderly and does not clutter the cell.

b. Religious text (one)

The Defendants' Administrative regulation is clearly

constitutional. See Be:lÌ v. l:l/ollish, 441 U.S. 520 (1979)

(prison officials may impose reasonable restrictions upon

otherwise protected rights). Therefore, in order for Plaintiffs
case to waffant submission to a jury he must produce facts

that could constitute a prima facie case. Cf. Linn v. (ìarr:iø,

531 F.zd 85-5 (tìth Clir:.197ó). As this standard relates to the

present allegations, Plaintiff must produce evidence that (l)
he needed the legal materials taken to meet a statutory or

court-imposed deadline and that (2) the book,Initiqtion into
)

Yoga,' is a religious text. See I'lollovu'<.t¡' v. Dc¡lths, 7l 5 t".2d

3S0 (8th Cir.l983) and14/igginsv- Sarg<zrtÍ,7-{3 F,2d 663 (8ih

CiL.l985).

*2 Plaintifftestif,red at the hearing that the incident actually

occurred on June 18, 1985, when he was assigned to punitive

segregation. He testiflred that the taking ofhis legal papers at

that time violated his rights of access to the courts because

he had a case (Powell v. Sargent, PB-C-84-360) that was

active and needed his attention when the materials were taken.

However, the Court takes judicial notice that the case was not

closed until August 30, 1985, and that there was no statutory

or court-imposed deadline that he was incurably prohibited

from meeting as a result of the confiscation of his papers

upon his assignment to punitive segregation. The Court notes

further that the complaint in the instant case was signed and
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notarizedon June 24,1985, and postmarked on June 26,1985,

less than a week from the June 18, 1985 confiscation. In view

of these facts, the Courl flrnds, as a matter of law, that Plaintiff

was not denied access to the Courts by the confiscation of his

papers on June 18, 1985. See Holloway v. Dobbs, supta.

The Court has ordered a copy of the book, Initiation into

Yoga, reviewed it and entered it into the record as the Court's

exhibit. The Defendants testiflred that they confltscated the

book because it is not a religious text. The Defendants

testified that their interpretation of"religious texts" as used in

Administrative Regulation # 839 is that punitive segregation

inmates may only have books that constitute the primary

sacred writings or scriptures of the religion in question, such

as the Bible or Koran. The Defendants also testified that this

distinction in kinds of religious books is enforced.'ì

Yoga is a method of practicing Hinduism through which the

follower seeks to achieve the ultimate state of oneness with

the universe by following a rigid program of self-discipline

with the aid of a guru. Alain Danielou, Yoga: The Merhod of
Reintegration (Massachusetts : Murray Printing, I 955). The

"revealed scriptures" for a Yogi or Hindu are three sets of
ancient writings that include many sub-parts and integrated

writings: the Vedas, the Upanishads, andthe Bhagavad-Gita.

Cleve Johnson, Vedanta: An Anthologt of Hindu Scriptures,

Commentary and Poetry (New York: Harper & Row, 1971).

The book that is the subject of this litigation, Initiation into

Yoga, is not one of the works accepted as a Hindu scripture

and does not purpot-t to be. Therefore, no constitutional

violation occurred when it was taken from Plaintiff upon his

transfer to punitive isolation pursuant to a valid policy of
limiting punitive inmates to possession of primary scriptural

texts only.

Because ofthe above conclusion, the Court need not decide

whether Plaintiff holds a sincere belief in the Hindu religion,

Cfl. Wiggins, supra. However, the Court notes that Plaintiff
also claims to be a follower of Jainism (see Affidavit at

Docket Entry # 22), an outgrowth of Hinduism which adheres

to almost opposite beliefs in many respects. See The Compact

Edition of the Oxford English Dictionary (London: Oxford

University Press, 1979); see also Robert Hume, The llorld's
Living Religions (1959).

*3 IT IS, THEREFORE, ORDERED that judgment be, and

the same hereby is, granted for the Defendants. The Plaintiffs

claims are hereby dismissed with prejudice.

JUDGMENT

Pursuant to the Memorandum and Order f,iled in this matter

this date, it is Considered, Ordered and Adjudged that this

case be, and it hereby is, dismissed; the relief sought is denied.

Administrative Regulation # 839 is fìled in the pleading

record at DocketEnfry # 22.

Plaintiffhas had the book in his possession at least once

since this lawsuit was fìled. See counsel's motion to be

relieved filed on July 21, 1986, at Docket Entry # 37.

Plaintiff asserts in one of his many fìlings that Christian

inmates have been allowed to have religious books other

than the Bible in punitive. This statement might form

the basis for an equal protection claim. However, the

complaint and proof before the Court contains no such

claim and the Court does not consider it.

2

3
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ORDER GRANTING DEFENDANTS' RENEWED
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT

WILLL\N{ .,\I-SUP, District Judge.

INTRODUCTION

rç1 This is a federal civil rights action filed pursuant

to 42 1.1.S.U.1983 by a pro se state prisoner. Defendants,

employees of Salinas Valley State Prison and the California

Deparlment of Corections and Rehabilitation ("CDCR"),

moved for summary judgment on the ground that there

are no material facts in dispute and that they are entitled

to judgment as a matter of law (Docket No. 34). That

motion was denied without prejudice, and defendants were

directed to refile their summary judgment motion, along

with a supplemented factual record (Docket No. 57 & 58).

Defendants have now reflrled a renewed motion for summary

judgment and have supplemented the record. For the reasons

stated herein, defendants' renewed motion for summary

judgment is GRANTED.

STATEMENT

Plaintiff alleges defendants violated his federal constitutignal

and statutory rights by refusing to provide him with the

Kemetic (raw vegan-organic) diet his religion requires him

to eat. I Plaintiff is a member of the Shetaut Neter religion.

According to plaintiff, Shetaut Neter requires its adherents

to follow a vegan-organic, Kemetic diet composed primarily

of raw foods.2 The diet prohibits consumption of meat,

meat byproducts (including dairy and eggs), and genetically

modified or irradiated food.

A vegan or vegetarian diet is not necessarily based on a

religious belief (MSJ, Maurino Decl. flfl 18-19), though

such diets are often linked with various religions, see

http ://en.wikipedia.olg/wikiA/eganism.

Plaintiff need not show that eating a Kemetic diet rs

central to his religious beliefs or practices. See Slta/;ur

v. Schriro,5l4 F.3d 878, 884 (9th Cir.200B). Rather, he

must only show that his betief is sincerely held to raise

a claim under the Free Exercise Clause. If his belief is

sincerely held, as the instant plaintiff has asserted, this

order's inquiry into such matters is at an end. See id. at

884 8.5.

The CDCR has refused to accommodate plaintiffs request

for a Kemetic diet because it is unlike any diet option at

CDCR institutions. CDCR offers four diet options: standard,

vegetarian, religious-meat-altemate, and Jewish-kosher. The

food brokers that currently supply food for CDCR's four diet

options sell conventionally-produced food rather than organic

food and provide no guarantee that the food has not been

genetically modified or irradiated, Plaintiff is currently served

the vegetarian diet, an ovo-lacto vegetarian diet that excludes

meats but includes dairy and egg products.

Plaintiff claims that defendants, by refusing to accommodate

his dietary request, violated his constitutional and statutory

rights under the (l) First Amendment's Free Exercise Clause,

(2) the Fourteenth Amendment's Equal Protection Clause, and

(3) the Religious Land Use and Instifutionalized Persons Act
("RLUIPA"), 42 U.5.C.2000cc. Defendants contend that the

CDCR has a compelling govemment interest in simplified

food service, controlling costs, and maintaining prison

securify; the vegetarian diet is a reasonable accommodation

for inmates with dietary restrictions regarding meat; and

rather than providing customized diets for every inmate,

CDCR's four diet options are the least restrictive means of
accommodating the greatest number of inmates' religious

and dietary needs while maintaining adequate prison security

(Renewed Mot. for Summ. J. ("MSJ') aT l-2).

ANALYSIS

2

A. STANDARD OF REVIEW
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Summary judgment is proper when the pleadings, discovery,

and affidavits demonstrate there is "no genuine dispute as to

any material fact and the movant is entitled to judgment as a

matter of law." Fccl.R.Civ.P. 5{i(a). I Material facts are those

that may affect the outcome of the case. .Tnderso¡t t,. Libet.v

!,cthbt,, Ìttc..,4J-ll.J.S. 242. 248, 106 S.Ct. 2505,91 l..ILd.2d

2(]2 ( I 98(t). A dispute as to a material fact is genuine if there

is sufficient evidence for a reasonablejury to retum a verdict

for the nonmoving pafty. Ibid.

3 f.RC,t 5ír has been amended since defendants filed

this motion for summary judgment. The Advisory

Committee Notes on the 2010 Amendments state, in

relevant part, that "[t]he standard for granting summary

judgment remains unchanged," but the word "issue" has

been replaced with "dispute" to "better reflect[ ] the focus

of a summary-judgment determination." Fed.R.Civ.I'. 56

advisory committee's note.

*2 The parly moving for summary judgment bears the

initial burden of identiffing those portions of the pleadings,

discovery, and affidavits which demonstrate the absence of a

genuine dispute of material facr. C'elctletx Cor¡t. v. Catreu, 471

LJ.S. 3 I 1. 323. t0ó S.Ct. 2548,()l t.,jid.2(l 265 (l9fì6). Where

the moving parry will have the burden of proof on an issue at

trial, it must affirmatively demonstrate that no reasonable trier

of fact could flrnd other than for the moving party. But on an

issue for which the nonmoving party will have the burden of
proof at trial, the moving party need only point out "that there

is an absence of evidence to support the nonmoving party's

case." Id. at 32,5.

Once the moving parfy meets its initial burden, the

nonmoving pafty must go beyond the pleadings to

demonstrate the existence of a genuine dispute of material

fact by "citing to particular pafts of materials in the record" or

"showing that the materials cited do not establish the absence

or presence of a genuine dispute," FerJ.lì.(lir,.lÌ. 5ô(c). "This

burden is not a light one, The non-moving parfy must show

more than the mere existence of a scintilla of evidence." 1¡r

t'e ()rac!<t (or¡t. S<zt:. l,irig.,627 F.3cì376,387 (gth Cli¡:.2010)

(ciring ,lnr{erysr¡n, 477 ti.S. ar 252). A "genuine issue for

trial" exists only if there is sufficient evidence favoring the

nonmoving party to allow a jury to retum a verdict for that

parIy. ^4nderson, 4JJ tj.S. at 249.If the nonmoving party

fails to make this showing, "the moving parly is entitled to a

judgment as a matter of law." ('elottzt,4"/1 l).5. at323 tt.4.

At summary judgment, the judge must view the evidence in

the light most favorable to the nonmoving parfy: If evidence

produced by the moving party conflicts with evidence

produced by the nonmoving party, the judge must assume the

truth of the evidence set forth by the nonmoving parly with

respect to that fact. Lcs lie v. Gntpo I (:/1, I 98 F.id I 1,52, I I 58

(9th C'iL.1999). A couft may not disregard direct evidence on

the ground that no reasonable jury would believe iI. Ibid.

B. CLAIMS

l. Free Exercise

Prison inmates retain the protections afforded by the First

Amendment, "including its directive that no law shall prohibit

the free exercise of religion." C)'.[.,cttut v. þ]slate of Sltabazz,

.4.82 tJ.S, 342,348,107 S.Cr. 2400, 9ó L.Ðd.2d 282 (19tì7)

(citing Cnn v. Bt:tt¡, 4rJ5 U.S. 319, 322,9J S.C'l. 1079, 3l
I..l)d.2d 263 (1972) (per curiam)). " 'Lawful incarceration,'

" however, does bring about " 'the necessary withdrawal or

limitation of many privileges and rights, a retraction justifred

by the considerations underlying our penal syslem.' " Ibid.

(quoting Frice v..JohnsÍc¡¡t,334 tJ.S. 266,285, (i8 S.Ct. 1049,

92 t,.1",d. 1356 ( 1948)). A prison regulation that impinges on

a prisoner's constitutional rights is valid if it is reasonably

related to legitimate penological interests. Turnet' v. Sqfley,

4iì2 U.S. 78, 8q. 107 S.Ct. 2254,9(¡ l...hld.2cl 64 (1981).

Turner sets forth four factors to be balanced in determining

whether a prison regulation is reasonably related to legitimate

penological interests:

n3 (1) Whether there is a" 'vahd, rational connection'

between the prison regulation and the legitimate

governmental interest put forward to justify it";

(2) Whether there are "altemative means of exercising the

right that remain open to prison inmates";

(3) Whether "accommodation of the asserted constitutional

right" will "impact ... guards and other inmates, and on the

allocation of prison resources generally"; and

(4) Whether there is an "absence of read altematives"

versus the "existence ofobvious, easy alternatives."

Id. at 89-90 (quoting Block t'. Iùrtlrcrford,468l-.S. 576,586,

104 S.(lr. 3221 ,82 1..Ëd.2d 438 ( l1)84.¡).

a. First Turner Føctor

Under the ftrst Turner factor, a court must determine whether

there was a"valid, rational connection" between the prison's

regulation and the legitimate penological interest that is
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rationally related to the regulation. Id. at 89. Simplified food

service, budget constraints, and prison security are legitimate

penological interests. 14/illiuns v. trúotion,343 l'.3d 212.211

(3d Cir.2003). It is rational to conclude that denying plaintiff
his unique meal would simplify food service. Therefore, the

ftrstTurner factor weighs in favor ofdefendants. See Shuktu',

514 F.3clat [ì[ìó.

b. Second Turner Fqctor

Under the second Turner factor, a courl considers whether

the prisoner has "alternative means by which he can practice

his religion" or is "denied all means of religious expression."

þl;'arcl v. þl/alsh, 1 F.3d 873, 871 (9tti Cir:.199"ì). It is

undisputed that plaintiff is allowed to practice other tenets

of his religion. Specifically, he is allowed to worship and

meditate three times per day, a process which includes

(l) washing his face and hands, (2) practicing Sema yoga

postures, (3) reciting the great truths, (4) chanting, and (5)

practicing meditation (MSJ, Duncan Decl. Exh. E, Int. Ans.

No. 8). Plaintiff is also permitted to fast on the new and full
moon observances each month (ibid.). Although there is a

dispute as to whether purchasing foods at the prison canteen

wouid help satisfu plaintiffs religious dietary needs (see,

e.g., MSJ, Maurino Decl. ,][ 20; Decl. Cotton Supp. Opp'n to

Defs.' Renewed MSJ ("Cotton Decl.") $ 25), plaintiff has not

provided evidence that, other than his diet, he is disallowed

from practicing his religion. This record shows plaintiff has

"retained the ability to participate in other significant rituals

and ceremonies of [his] faith" and therefore has means of
expressing his religion. Itr'ard. 1 lì.-3cl at 877. Accordingly, the

second Turner factor weighs in favor ofdefendants.

c, Third Turner Føctor

Under the fhird Turner facfor, a court considers the "impact

[the] accommodation ... will have on guards and other

inmates, and on the allocation of prison resources generally."
'[4rurtt, I F.3d at tì7tì (citing \lhsltirtgtitn v. Ilctrpe:r,494 LJ.S.

210. 225. I I0 S.Ct. 1018, l0¡Ì L.F.c1.2c1178 (1q90)). Plaintiff
suggests Whole Foods Market in Monterey, Califomia, could

provide all the necessary vegan-organic foods that would

satisfy the dietary requirements of his religion (Cotton Decl.

11 31).

x4 Defendants argue "CDCR is financially and

operationally unable to provide for every type of unique

religious diet that inmates request," such as the one desired by

plaintiff (MSJ, Maurino Decl. fl l7). As evidentiary suppofi

for this contention, defendants note that Whole Foods Market

in Monterey is, however, fifty miles away from Salinas

Valley Prison, where plaintiff is currently incarcerated (ld

fl l1). Second, plaintiffs diet is costly. The CDCR's Food

Administrator designed a vegan-organic, Kemetic dietary

menu that would satisf, the nutritional requirements for an

adult male ofplaintiffs age (id. fl 10). The Food Administrator

calculated food, labor, and other related costs as ifpurchases

were being made at Whole Foods Market in Monterey (see

id. TT l0-14). Based on plaintiffs request that his diet consist

of 80% raw fruits and vegetables, defendants asseft the

total cost for ordering, delivering, preparing, and storing

plaintiffs requested diet would be approximately $52,554.95

to $63,126.95 per year (id. n A).4 ln contrast, the average

cost of feeding each inmate per year is $1655 (ld 11 15),5

Rather than disputing this disparity in costs, plaintiff raises

in his opposition that there are additional locations where

vegan-organic foods can be purchased (Cotton Decl. fl 31).

Supported only by his own declaration, plaintiff makes the

conclusory assertion that shopping at Grocery Outlet could

also satisfu plaintiffs requested diet and that other locations

could be provided if the Neterian Temple is contacted (ibid.).

Although defendants do not dispute any facts alleged by

plaintiff, plaintiff fails to demonstrate how this newly-raised

declaration provides him with sufficient evidence to allow

a jury to find in his favor on this issue. Plaintiff has not

provided any evidence that the cost of shopping at Grocery

Outlet, or any other additionally-proposed location, would be

cheaper than the undisputed costs of purchasing at Whole

Foods Market in Monterey. Without a sufficient evidentiary

showing by plaintiff to show a genuine dispute, no reasonabie

jury could find that the evidence weighs in favor of plaintiff.

4 Thi, is based on a $9,464 to $10,816 labor cost for'

shopping for the food, a 528,740 to $37,960 labor

cost for preparing the flood, a $9,500.95 cost for

purchasing the food flom Whole Foods Market in

Monterey, and a $2600 cost for gas and vehicle wear

and tear (MSJ, Maurino Decl. !i 14). The labor costs

were calculated using a base of $20 per hour for a

conectional supervising cook's salary, plus 30% for

employee benefìts (id. fln 1 1-12). The cost of gas and

vehicle wear and tear were calculated using a base of ftfty

cents per mile (td, I 1 I ).

5 Thi, is calculated by taking CDCR's total yearly food

budget of approximately $240 million, which includes

both food and related labor costs, and dividing it by the

145,000 inmates that CDCR is responsible for feeding.

Furthermore, defendants contend the administrative

difficulties in accommodating plaintiffs request would be
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substantial. Unlike the major food brokers and vendors

curently contracting with CDCR, V/hole Foods Market is not

a registered food vendor with the State of California and will
not deliver food to CDCR prisons (MSJ, Maurino Decl. fl I 1).

Indeed, plaintiff admits he does not know of any registered

vendors that provide vegan-organic foods to CDCR prisons

(Cotton Decl. fl 32). This includes plaintiffs consideration of
Grocery Ouflet (ibid.). Thus, a member of the prison staff

would be required to drive one hundred miles round trip to
Whole Foods Market in Monterey, for example, to shop for

and purchase the food (MSJ, Maurino Decl. lJ 11), despite

the fact that CDCR's supervising cooks are neither hired nor

trained to grocery shop for inmates and are not even required

to have a driver's license (1d., Hendrick Decl. fl 3). Finally,

CDCR's correctional staff helps maintain prison security

because their presence in the prisons deters inmates from

inappropriate behavior (id. n Ð. All corectional staff have

custodial responsibilities including the direct supervision of
inmates (id.nÐ. As parl of the correctional staff, supervising

cooks must also supervise inmates in addition to preparing

and serving food (ibid.). As such, defendants assert that

requiring supervisory cooks to grocery shop for inmates at

any location beyond the prison will detract them from their

custodial responsibilities and thereby adversely affect prison

safety and security (id. nn 24). Again plaintiff has not

provided evidence showing these administrative burdens are

contrived, nor has he shown that the evidence demonstrates a

genuine dispute of fact. Accordingly, the third Turner factor

weighs in favor of defendants.

d. Fourth Turner Fuctor
?k5 Under the fourth and final Turner factor, whether

the regulation is an "exaggerated response" to the prison's

concerns, the prisoner must show there are "obvious, easy

altematives" to the regulation that "fully accommodates the

prisoner's rights at de minimis cost to valid penological

interests." Turner,482 U.S. at 90-91. Plaintiffs only

suggested alternative is that defendants purchase vegan-

organic foods from either Whole Foods Market in Monterey

or Grocery Outlet in order to provide for plaintiffs requested

Kemetic diet (Cotton Decl. fl 3l). However, plaintiff fails

to demonstrate that such accommodations could be made at

de minimis cost to CDCR. In fact, plaintiff fails to submit

any proposed cost calculations whatsoever. In contrast,

defendants' evidence indicates that fully accommodating

plaintiffs religious, dietary needs would cost approximately

$52,554.95 to $63,126.95 per year when shopping at Whole

Foods Market in Monterey, whereas CDCR is currently only

allocating $ I 655 per year to feed each inmate (MSJ, Maurino

Decl. flfl 14-15). Because there is no triable dispute as to

the financial burden of providing for plaintiffs requested

accommodation, the fourth Turner factor weighs in favor of
defendants.

Even viewing the evidence in the light most favorable to

plaintiff, plaintiff has failed to demonstrate the existence of
a "genuine issue for trial" as to his Free Exercise claim.

,l¡¡d<:rsot¿, 477 tj.S. af 249. Accordingly, defendants are

entitled to judgment as a matter of law, and their renewed

motion for summary judgment in regards to this claim is
GRANTED,

2. Equal Protection

Plaintiff contends defendants have violated his right to
equal protection by providing Jewish and Muslim inmates

with Kosher and religious-meat-altemate meals, respectively,

while refusing to provide the Kemetic diet required by Shetaut

Neter (Pl.'s Opp'n to Defs.' Renewed MSJ ("Opp.") 6-7).

"The Equal Protection Clause of the Foufieenth Amendment

commands that no State shall 'deny to any person within

its jurisdiction the equal protection of the laws,' which is
essentially a direction that all persons similarly situated

should be treated alike." City of'Cleburnt: t'. Cleburntt Liting
crr., 413 U.S. 412. 439, 10,5 S.Ch. 3249. 87 1..Ëd.2d .11-?

(1985) (quoting l'rl¡,la:r r,. Dc¡et, 451 tl.S. 202" 216, 102 S.Ct.

2382,72 L.F,d.2d 786 (1982)). The Equal Protection Clause

requires an inmate who practices a minority religion to

be afforded a "reasonable opportunity" to pursue his faith,

"comparable to the opportuniry afforded fellow prisoners who

adhere to conventional religious precepts," (truz v. lle ttt, 405

tj.S. 3Ig. 322,92 S.Ct. 1079. 3l L.Ed.2d 263 (1972), as

long as the inmate's religious needs are balanced against the

reasonable penological goals of the prison. O'l,t¡nt ,482 t.l,S.

at 3¿19; see Allen v. Tr.¡otnlts,827 F.lcl 563,56tì 69 (9th

Cir. 1987). While prisoners are entitled to equal protection,

the court does not suggest "every religious sect or group

within a prison however few in number must have identical

facilities or personnel ." Jotu:s v. lJraclle.v, 590 lì.2d 294.

296 (9th (lir.l979). The prison must make a good faith

accommodation in light of practical considerations. Freetnon

v. ,4r¡tctio, 125 t'.3d 132,137 (9th Cir.l99l)i I'homtr)son v.

Ke:ntuc:k¡', 712 |t.2t11078, 108? (6th C'ir.l983). To succeed

on an equal protection claim, a plaintiff in a section l!)83

claim must additionally show officials intentionally acted in

a discriminatory maruìer. FDIC v. I{enclet'son, 940 F,2d 465,

471 (9rh Cir.199r).
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*6 Plaintiff contends that "[t]he dietary acoommodations

made specifically for Jewish and Muslim inmates alike, but

not for Neterian inmates including plaintiff, suffice to pemit
an inference of intentional animus and lack of good faith by

the CDCR" (Opp. at 7). However, as supportplaintiffhas only

offered assertions that he made requests for a vegan-organic,

Kemetic diet, that defendants reviewed his administrative

appeals, and that he was informed no vegan diet option

existed and the only meat-free option is the vegetarian diet

(Am. Compl., Ex. A aI l-2).

This is insufficient to show animus. If it were, every denial

of a inmate request would constitute a showing of animus,

Moreover, defendants do not dispute CDCR's food diet

options do include a religious-meat-altemate and Jewish-

kosher diet, but do not include a Neterian diet. Rather,

defendants assert these meals are purchased from one ofthe
major food vendors-U.S. Foodservice, Sysco, and Highland

Wholesale Foods (MSJ, Maurino Decl. fl 8). These food

vendors Çompete for contracts to supply and deliver food

to CDCR prisons so that CDCR can negotiate prices and

purchase in bulk quantities, thereby taking advantage of
economies of scale (see id. llfl 7-9). Whole Foods Market,

on the other hand, is not a registered food vendor, will
not deliver food to CDCR prisons, and CDCR would not

be purchasing from Whole Foods Market in bulk quantities

at lower-than-retail costs (rd tlfl 11, 16). CDCR would be

paying approximately 552,554.95 to $63,126.95 per year to

satisfu plaintiff s requested accommodation while the average

annual cost to feed each inmate remains at $1655 (id 1l1l

14-15). Plaintiff admits he does not know of any registered

vendors that specialize in providing vegan-organic foods

(Cotton Decl. fl 32). This includes plaintiffs consideration of
Grocery Outlet, plaintiffs other proposed shopping location

(ibid.). It is reasonable to conclude that purchasing for

Kosher and religious-meat-altemate diets from registered

food vendors, while not providing plaintiffs vegan-organic,

Kemetic diet, would still be consistent with defendants'

interests in sirnpliflred food service, controlling budget costs,

and prison security. Also, the record is bare ofany evidence

regarding the number of Neterians at plaintiffs prison,

or whether any Neterians have requested a special diet.

Furthermore, plaintiffs being allowed to practice his religion

in other ways shows noninterference in religious practice,

rather than animus toward such practice.

Even viewing the evidence in the light rnost favorable to

plaintiff, plaintiff has failed to demonstrate the existence

of a "genuine issue for trial" as to his Equal Protection

clatm. Ander,,;t¡n, 4lJ l.l.S. at 249. Accordingly, defendants

are entitled to judgment as a matter of law, and their renewed

motion for summary judgment in regards to this claim is
GRANTED.

3. RLUIPA
To state a claim for relief under RLUIPA, plaintiff must show

defendants have substantially burdened plaintiffs exercise

of religion. 42 l.t.S.Ç.2{)00cc-l(¿¡, 2000cc-2(b). To do

so, plaintiff must prove (1) an institutionalized person's

religious exercise has been affected, and (2) there is a

substantial burden on that person's religious exercise. Ibid.;

Sieft:lt{een v, Alant¿:ic{a 23tì Fec1. App'x. 204, 205*06 (gth

Cir.2007). Although RLUIPA does not define "substantial

burden," the Ninth Circuit holds "a burden is substantial

under RLUIPA when the state 'denies [an important benefrt]

because of conduct mandated by religious belief, thereby

putting substantial pressure on an adherent to modify his

behavior and to violate his beliefs." Shakur, 514 F.3d at .988

(quoting 'l'hon¿ø,t' v. ll.eview [ìd. rf ilt<; lnd. lii'nrylttvrnr:nÍ Sec,

Ðiv.,150 tJ.S.707.717 18, l0l S.Cri. 1425,61L.F,d.?cl624

{ I 98 I )). The focus of this initial inquiry necessarily is on the

manner in which the plaintiffs religious exercise is impacted,

rather than on the reasonableness of the facility's policy or

regulation. llarsoldier v. trlltodJbn.!,'1t8 I'r.3d 989. 995 (gth

Cir.?0()-5¡. If plaintiff meets this initial burden, the onus shifts

to defendants. Govemment actors cannot impose a substantial

burden on religion "unless the govemment demonstrates that

imposition of the burden on that person-(l) is in furtherance

of a compelling governmental interest; and (2) is the least

restrictive means of furthering that compelling govemmental

interest." 42 U.S.C.2000cc- I(a).

*7 RLUIPA is distinguishable from traditional First

Amendment jurisprudence. RLUIPA expanded the reach of
the protection to include "any 'religious exercise,' including

'any exercise of religion, whether or not compelled by or

central to, a system of religious belief.' " Gt'et:ne v. S'r¡lano

Couniy Juil, -s l3 I".3d !r82, 986 (9th Cìr.2008) (quoting Crtlci^

t,. Il/ilkin,yot¡, -{44 tJ.S.709,714,125 S.C1.2113. 161 i,.lrd.2d

1020 (?005)). Additionally, RLUIPA has a less deferential

standard than Turner, requiring the government to show that

the burden it imposes on religious exercise is in furlherance

of a "compelling" government interest rather than simply

a "legìtimate" penological interest, and that it achieves the

compelling interest by the least restrictive means. Ibid. Still,
RLUIPA does not impose affirmative duties on states that

would require the government to facilitate or subsidize the
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exercise of religion. At[øv w' c. G t l't € r.\' v. N e w I a n d, 3 I 4 F..i d I 0ó2,

1068 69 (9th Cìir.2002;.

"The primary effect of RLUIPA neither advances nor inhibits

religion." Ibíd. In properly applying RLUIPA, courts must

take into account the burden that accommodations may

impose upon nonbeneficiaries. CuÍÍer, 544 Lr.S. aL 120.

RLUIPA does not elevate the accommodation of religious

observances over an institution's need to maintain order

and safety, and an accommodation must be measured so

that it does not override such significant interests. -1¿l. ai

721 . Although the Act adopted a "compelling govemmental

interest" standard, the context must be considered; Congress

expected the courts to apply the Act with due deference to

prison authorities' expertis e, icl. ü 72J, and prison security is

a compelling state interest, id. nt125 l. 13.

A triable dispute still exists as to whether plaintiff can meet

his initial burden of proving defendants have substantially

burdened his exercise of religion. As previously stated,

the religious practice of Shetaut Neter requires plaintiff to
follow a vegan-organic, Kemetic diet that excludes meat,

meat by-products, and genetically modified or irradiated

food (MSJ, Duncan Decl., Ex. D). Defendants allege the

denial of plaintiffs Kemetic diet does not amount to a

substantial burden because he is offered a vegetarian diet,

which, although it contains meat by-products like dairy a¡d

eggs, it excludes meat and includes fruits, vegetables, beans,

and grains (MSJ, Maurino Decl. fl 19). Defendants also assert

plaintiff is allowed to supplement his vegetarian diet with

additional vegan foods from the prison canteen (id, n 20).

Even if this were true, defendants are not entitled to judgment

as a matter of law solely on these bases. It is undisputed

that eating CDCR's current vegetarian option is inconsistent

with plaintiffs religious practice because plaintiff is likely

to consume non-organic, genetically modified, or irradiated

food (MSJ, Duncan Decl., Ex. D, Pl.'s Resp. Def.'s Req.

Admis., No. 5). As the vegetarian meal is the only meat-

free alternative offered by CDCR, plaintiff is forced to accept

this option over the others, " 'thereby putting substantial

pressure on fpetitioner] to modify his behavior and to violate

his beliefs.' " Sltukt¡t', 514 F.3cl nt tì88 (quoting Tlnnus, 450

t J. S. at 7 1 8). Thcrefore, the fact that vegan ingredients may be

available for purchase at the prison canteen as a "supplement

[to] the vegetarian diet option" (MSJ, Maurino Decl. fl 20),

rather than as a substitute, does not demonstrate an absence of
evidence to support plaintiffs initial burden under RLUIPA.

Because there is sufficient evidence to support a finding that

plaintiffs religious practice has been substantially burdened,

the onus shifts to defendants. See 42 U.S.C.2000cc2(b).

*8 Although a genuine issue exists as to whether defendants

have substantially burdened plaintiffs exercise ofhis religion,

plaintiff has failed to respond to defendants' evidence

which addresses whether imposition of the burden is in
furtherance of a compelling govemmental interest and is the

least restrictive means of furthering that interest. As stated

above, prison security is a compelling govemmental interest.

C)tttr:r, -544 Li.S. aI 725 n. 13. All CDCR corectional staff,

including supervising cooks, have custodial responsibilities

including supervision of inmates (MSJ, Hendrick Decl. fl
3). The presence of correctional staff within prisons deters

inmates from engaging in inappropriate behavior (id. I $.
Because Whole Foods Market will not deliver food to CDCR

prisons, a member of the prison staff would be required

to drive to Whole Foods Market in Monterey to shop

for plaintiffs requested diet (MSJ, Maurino Decl. 'lf 11).

The same problem would arise if purchases were made at

Grocery Outlet, as plaintiff admits he does not know of
any registered vendors that would provide vegan-organic

foods to CDCR prisons (Cotton Decl. fl 32). Requiring

supervisory cooks to grocery shop for inmates at any location

beyond the prison will detract them from their custodial

responsibilities and thereby adversely affect prison safery

and security (MSJ, Hendrick Decl, TI 2-4). Therefore,

limiting inmates to the currently-available CDCR diets,

which are delivered directly to the prisons by registered

food vendors, is the least restrictive mcans of maintaining

the same number of correctional staff to ensure prison

security. Finally, defendants' evidence indicates they actually

considered and rejected a customized diet for plaintiff by

designing a vegan-organic, Kemetic dietary menu and priced

the cost of purchasing the food at Whole Foods Market in

Monterey, as plaintiff had suggested (id, Maurino Decl. fl
l0). The evidence shows that the total cost for ordering,

delivering, preparing, and storing plaintiffs requested diet

would be approximately $52,554.95 to $63,126.95 per year

compared to the $1655 per year that is spent on the average

inmate (rd f'11 14-15). This is a sufficient showing under

RLUIPA. Gretene,,-{ l3 F.3cl at 989 90 ("Prison officials must

show that they 'actually considered and rejected the eff,rcacy

of less restrictive measures before adopting the challenged

practice. If prison officials meet that standard, the prison

regulation passes muster under RLUIPA, regardless of the

burden it imposes on religious exercise" (citation omitted).).

Plaintiff neither disputes the flrnancial cost of shopping at

Whole Foods Market in Monterey, nor does he provide any
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evidence demonstratingfhat ít would be cheaper to shop at

Grocery Outlet or any other additionally-proposed location.

Accordingly, defendants'burden under RLUIPA is met.

Even viewing the evidence in the light most favorable to
plaintiff, plaintiff has failed to demonstrate the existence of a

"genuine issue for trial" as to his RLUIPA claim. Andet'son,

477 U.S. at 219. Accordingly, defendants are entitled to

judgment as a matter of law, and their renewed motion for

summary judgment in regards to this claim is GRANTED.

4. Qualified Immunity
*9 Defendants contend they are entitled to qualified

immunity because their conduct did not violate a clearly-

established constitutional or statutory right.

Qualified immunity shields "govemment offlrcials ... from

liability for civil damages insofar as their conduct does not

violate clearly established statutory or constitutional rights of
which a reasonable person would have known." ÍIerlow v.

l;'itzg<zrttld, 4-57 l;.S, 800, 8l 8, 1û2 S.Ct. 2'727 , 13 l..Iid.2d

396 (l9tì2). A court considering the defense of qualified

immunity must determine (l) whether the alleged facts show

that the official's conduct violated a constitutional right,

taken in the light most favorable to the parry asserting

the constifutional violation and (2) whether that right was

clearly established such that a reasonable officer would have

understood he was violating that right. Si¿utt:i.ttr v. Kat:., 533

U.S. 194. 201-02, 121 S.Ct. 2151, I 50 L.Flcl.2d 212 12001).

"If no constitutional right would have been violated were

the allegations established, there is no necessity for further

inquiries conceming qualifìed immunity ." I bid.

For the reasons already stated above, plaintiff has failed

to show that the denial of his vegan-organic, Kemetic

diet constitutes a violation of the First Amendment's

Free Exercise Clause, the Fourteenth Amendment's Equal

Protection Clause, or RLUIPA. As such, it is unnecessary to

consider whether a reasonable officer would have understood

that he was violating a clearly-established right in denying

plaintiff his requested dief . Ibid. Accordingly, defendants are

entitled to qualified immunity as to all claims.

CONCLUSION

For the reasons set forlh above, defendants' motion for

summary judgment (Docket No. 58) is GRANTED in favor

of all claims against all defendants.

Plaintiffs motion for reconsideration of the order extending

time (Docket No. 7l), and his motion for a preliminary

injunction (Docket No. 73), are DENIED. As evidenced by

his opposition to the motion for summary judgment, plaintiff
has had adequate time and resources to effectively respond to

defendants' motion.

Plaintiffs motion for the appointment of counsel (Docket

No. 72) is DENIED. The decision to request counsel to

represent an indigent litigant under $ l9l5 is within "the

sound discretion of the trial coufi and is granted only in
exceptional circumstances," Frqnklin t,. l,Iury¡|ry-, 745 Y.2d

1221, 1236 (9th Clìr.lf)84). A flrnding of the "exceptional

circumstances" of the plaintiff seeking assistance requires an

evaluation of the likelihood of the plaintiffs success on the

merits and an evaluation of the plaintiffs ability to articulate

his claims pro se in light of the complexity of the legal issues

involved. See 
'4g1,ema¡1 

v. (ltn'r:<'titsns C'or¡t. of ilnturi<'a,

i90 Jr'.3d Il0l, 1103 (9th Cir.2004). Neither the need for

discovery, nor the fact that the pro se litigant would be better

served with the assistance of counsel, necessarily qualif,

the issues involved as complex. See Rand v. llou,luul, ll3
F.3cl 1520, i525 (gfh Cir.1997). Plaintiff has not shown that

exceptional circumstances exist in this case.

*10 The Clerk shall terminate Docket Nos. 58, 7l, 72, and

73, enter judgment in favor of defendants, and close the file.

IT IS SO ORDERED.

Hnd r¡f ût:culne¡:l #2ty1¿l Tl¡o*i*fir R*i;tr>fti. No ofair: tr: orir¡ini:ii lJ.lì. 1.,)ri,QrÍircnlWotkl1.
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A prison chaplain's recommendation to deny a
prisoner's request for a religious diet properly

considered the prisoner's sincerity and made an

appropriate and well-reasoned decision under the

totality of facts available and so did not violate

the Religious Land Use and Institutionalized

Persons Act (RLUIPA). The chaplain attested

that the prisoner had voluntarily removed

himself from the strict diet previously based

upon an alleged birth defect and had repeatedly

made store purchases that violated his asserted

belief for a strict vegetarian diet. 42 U.S,C.A. $

2000cc- i.
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OPINION AND ORDER APPROVING MAGISTRATE
JUDGE'S REPORT AND RECOMMENDATION

R. ALLAN EDGAR, District Judge

*l The Court has reviewed the Report and Recommendation

filed by the United States Magistrate Judge in this action on

February 12,2009. The Report and Recommendation was

duly served on the parties. The Courl has received objections

from plaintiff. In accordance with 28 t.r.S.t'. is 6i6(bx ì ), the

Court has performed de novo consideration of those porlions

of the Report and Recommendation to which objection has

been made. The Court now finds the objections to be without
merit.

Plaintiff argues that he flrled and exhausted his grievance

remedies against defendant Bumett. The grievances attached

to plaintiffs objections fail to show that plaintiff properly

exhausted his claims against defendant Burnett. Plaintiff has

not shown that he properly f,rled a Step I grievance against

defendant Bumett. In addition, plaintiff has failed to support

his retaliation claims against defendant Vilgos. Similarly,
plaintiff has not established a violation of the Religious Land

Use and Institutionalized Persons Act, based upon the denial

of a strict vegetarian meal especially when plaintiff already

has access to a vegetarian meal. Plaintiff has not shown that

the vegetarian meal fails to accommodate his beliefs, Finally,

plaintiff has failed to show an Eighth Amendment violation

as a result of alleged ETS exposure. Plaintiff has not shown

that he was exposed to unreasonable amounts of ETS or

that any defendant was deliberately indifferent to his Eighth

Amendment needs.

THEREFORE, IT IS ORDERED rhar rhe Reporr and

Recommendation of the Magistrate Judge (Docket # 164) is

approved and adopted as the opinion ofthe Court.

REPORT AND RECOMMENDATION

Tll\{OTIIY P. GREF,LEY, United States Magistrate Judge

Plaintiff filed this civil rights action pursuant to 42 t j.S.Cl.

$ l983 against defendants Special Activities Director Dave

Burnett, Institutional Chaplain James Vilgos, Warden Jeffrey

White, and Family Nurse Practitioner Jeri Randall. Plaintiff
alleges that he is a devout and practicing Buddhist and

that his religious beliefs require that he adhere to a strict

vegetarian diet. On July 28,2004, plaintiff was approved for a

religious diet by defendant Burnett. On May 3,2005, plaintiff
voluntarily went off his religious diet because of a serious

medical condition. Plaintiff states that his right lung collapsed
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in November of 2004 and again in April of 2005, which

required four emergency surgeries and the insefiion ofa chest

tube. On August 25,2005, at the conclusion of his follow-
up medical treatment, plaintiff requested that his religious

diet be reinstated. On August 30, 2005, defendant Bumett

told plaintiff that he could reapply for the diet on August

25, 2006. On August 23, 2006, plaintiff reapplied for the

diet. On September 20, 2006, plaintiff was transferred to the

Kinross Corectional Faciliry (KCF) and was given a religious

diet. On September 22, 2006, plaintiff was transferred to

the Ojibway Corectional Facility (OCF), where they denied

him his religious diet. On October 27, 2006, plaintiff again

reapplied for the diet, but defendant Vilgos recommended the

denial of plaintiffs request to defendant Burnett. On October

30, 2007, defendant Burnett denied plaintiffs request for a

Buddhist diet. Plaintiff seeks to be provided with this diet.

Plaintiff asserts that defendant Vilgos ordered plaintiff to stop

doing meditation and yoga postures during Buddhist services.

Plaintiff asserts that he received a favorable grievance

response indicating that he was allowed to utilize yoga

and meditation during service. Plaintiff claims that after

he made a comment at a Buddhist service regarding the

grievance, defendant Vilgos retaliated by issuing plaintiff a

major misconduct ticket for being disruptive. Vilgos then told
plaintiff "Garvins, I've gone through 15 lawsuits and lost one

of them. You need to realize that you're not suing me you're

suing the state. You should consider that for the next three

weeks."

*2 Plaintiff also claims that he requested smoke free

housing on November 76,2006, because of a congenital lung

condition, known as "pneumothorax." Plaintiff states that

none of the housing units at OCF are tobacco free because

prisoners are allowed to purchase tobacco products and they

constantly violate the no smoking rule. Plaintiff claims that

the only punishment for such violations is a minor misconduct

ticket. Plaintiff fur-ther states that he was refused a medical

accommodation for smoke free housing by defendant Randall

on November 21,2006. As a result, Plaintiff suffers from

labored breathing, buming eyes, irritated skin, and lack of
appetite.

Defendants move for summary judgment. Summary
judgment is appropriate only if the moving party establishes

that there is no genuine issue of material fact for trial and that

he is entitled to judgment as a matter of law. l'cd.R"Civ.l'.

56(c); (e'lot* (.'t.trp, v. CtÍrcît,477 tJ.S. 311,322-323, 106

S.Ct. 2548, 9l L.F.d.2d 265 i1986). If the movant carries

the burden of showing there is an absence of evidence to

suppoft a claim or defense, then the party opposing the

motion must demonstrate by affidavits, depositions, answers

to interrogatories, and admissions on fiie, that there is a

genuine issue of material fact for trial. íd. at 324-25. The

nonmoving party cannot rest on its pleadings but must present

"speciflrc facts showing that there is a genuine issue for trial."
Id. at 324 (quoting Fcd.R.Cív.P. S(r(c)). The evidence must

be viewed in the light most favorable to the nonmoving party.

,4nder,son ¡t. [.iþç1'¡.1; Lr¡hh¡', Inc;..477 t.}.S.242,25 l-52, 106

S.Ct. 2-505, 91 L.Ecl.lcl20l ( 1986). Thus, any direct evidence

offered by the plaintiff in response to a summary judgment

motion must be accepted as true. Aí¡inn¡tnucl v. Closrt, -\J9

F.3cl 413, 416 (6th Cir',2004) (citing Átlams v. lv'letit,u, 3l
1..3d -175, 182 (6th Ci1.1994)). However, a mere scintilla
of evidence in support of the nonmovant's position will be

insufficient. .'|¡tderson, 477 U.S. at 25 l-52. Ultimately, the

court must determine whether there is sufficient "evidence

on which the jury could reasonably find for the plaintiff."
Id. er 252. See also Leolt-v v. Trans ,Jtntes, In<:., L)96 F.Zcl

I36, I39 (6th Cir. I993) (single affidavit, in presence of other

evidence to the contrary, failed to present genuine issue of
fact); cf. Àúrsot'tt, Ov'en, Thontas cÇ Cr¡. v. Cffii1',992 ¡'.2d

1439. l.il48 (6th Cir. t993) (single affidavit conceming state

of mind created factual issue).

Defendants Burnett and Randall move for dismissal, arguing

that plaintiff failed to exhaust his grievance remedies against

them. Pursuant to 42 U.S.C. $ t997e(a), a prisoner bringing

an action with respect to prison conditions under 42 tj.S,U.

$ 19t13 must exhaust his available administrative remedies.

See ['ortet'v. Nu.t,s'|e,534 U.S. 516, .i32, 122 Sì.Ct. 983, 152

L.lÌd,2ri 12 (2002); lJ<sotlt v. (lhtututr, 532 U.S. 731.73'1, 121

s.c'r. I tÌ 19. 149 J-.Ed.2d 958 (2001 ¡. A prisoner must exhaust

available administrative remedies, even if the prisoner rnay

not be able to obtain the specif,rc type of relief he seeks in

the state administrative process. See Porter,534 L,.S. at 520;

lJootlt, 532 LJ.S. at 741', I(nutklcs !l)l v. 'l'oontLts, 2 I 5 F.3d 640,

64? (óih Cìr.2000); lireentan t'. Francis. 196 lì.3d 641,643
(61h Clir. 1999), In order to properly exhaust administrative

remedies, prisoners must complete the administrative review

process in accordance with the deadlines and other applicable

procedural rules. ./r¡rr¿r.ç v, ßoclt, 549 LI.S. 199, 127 S.Clt.

91(1. L)22-23, I66 i-.lld.2d 798 (2007); LTooclJrsrd r, À?r.,, -548

ti.s. 81, ltó s.c'r. 2378, :3{16. 165 L.Ad.2d 3ói3 (200ó).

"Compliance with prison grievance procedures, therefore, is

all that is required by the PLRA to 'properly exhaust.' " ,Jr¡tu:s,

127 S.Cr. 'aLc)22-23.
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*3 MDOC Policy Directive 03.02.130 (effective Jul. 9,

2007), sets forth the applicable grievance procedures for
prisoners in MDOC custody at the time relevant to this

complaint. Inmates must first attempt to resolve a problem

orally within two business days of becoming aware of the

grievable issue, unless prevented by circumstances beyond

his or her control Id. atl P. Iforal resolution is unsuccessful,

the inmate may proceed to Step I of the grievance process

and submit a cornpleted grievance form within five businesS

days of the attempted oral resolution. Id. at I P. The

Policy Directive also provides the following directions for
completing grievance forms: "The issues shall be stated

briefly. Information provided shall be limited to the facts
involving the issue being grieved (i.e., who, what, when,

where, why, how). Dates, times, places and names of all those

involved in the issue being grieved are to be included.".ld at

fl R (emphasis in original). The inmate submits the grievance

to a designated grievance coordinator, who assigns it to a
respondent. Id. atllX.

If the inmate is dissatisfied with the Step I response, or does

not receive a timely response, he may appeal to Step II by

obtaining an appeal form within five business days of the

rcsponse, or if no response was received, within frve days

after the response was due. Id. atll P, BB. The respondent

at Step ll is designated by the policy, e.g., the regional health

administrator for a medical care grievances. 1d. at tf DD. If the

inmate is still dissatisfied with the Step II response, or does

not receive a timely Step II response, he may appeal to Step

III using the same appeal form. Id. at',|f FF. The Step III fonn

shall be sent within ten business days after receiving the Step

II response, or if no Step II response was received, within ten

business days after the date the Step II response was due. 1d.

at T FF. The Grievance and Appeals Section is the respondent

for Step Ill grievances on behalf of the MDOC director.Id. at

tf GG. Time limitations shall be adhered to by the inmate and

staffat all steps ofthe grievance process. Id. atl S. "The total

grievance process from the point offiling a Step I grievance

to providing a Step III response shall be completed within 120

calendar days unless an extension has been approved...." Id.

In addition, the grievance policy provides that, where the

grievance alleges conduct which falls under the jurisdiction

of the Internal Affairs Division pursuant to Policy Directive

01.01.140, such as sexual misconduct, the grievance may be

submitted directly to Step IIl. Id. at tf Q. Defendant Randall

claims that plaintiff failed to exhaust his grievance remedies

by not naming defendant Randall in one relevant grievance

and by not attempting to resolve the matter within fwo days in

the second relevant grievance. The second relevant grievance,

OCF 06110131103C, was denied at Step I as duplicative of
OCF 06-l l-01274-03C, but the matter was more specifically

addressed and rejected at both Step II and Step III. The

responses did not indicate that the grievance was rejected

because plaintiff failed to attempt to resolve the matter within
two days of the alleged incident date. Moreover, a rejection

of a grievance that is duplicative necessarily implies that the

grievance was considered by the MDOC as exhaustcd at an

earlier time. In the opinion of the undersigned, defendant

Randall has failed in his burden of showing that plaintiff
failed to exhaust grievance remedies against him.

*4 Plaintiff never filed a Step I grievance against

defendant Bumett. The issue was addressed by plaintiff in

OCF 06111307202. Plaintiff named in his grievance only

defendant Vilgos and ADW Vsitalo. Plaintiff never made

a Step I claim against defendant Burnett, although he was

informed that defendant Bumett made the decision to deny

his religious meal request. Accordingly, in the opinion of the

undersigned, defendant Bumett should be dismissed without
prejudice.

Defendant Vilgos argues that he is entitled to summary

judgment because he lacked personal involvement in denying

plaintiff a religious meal. It is undisputed that defendant

Vilgos interviewed plaintiff as directed by prison policy and

gave the recommendation to deny plaintiff the requested

diet. It appears that defendant Bumett considered defendant

Viigos' recommendation before he denied plaintiffs request

for the diet. Clearly, defendant Vilgos had some involvement

in the denial and his recommendation had to cany some

weight on the issue. lf defendant Vilgos' recommendation was

not necessary, then there would be no reason for him to give

one. Moreover, defendants have failed to aÍtach a copy of
defendant Vilgos' recommendation and defendant Burnett's

decision. Defendant Vilgos clearly has failed to show a lack

of personal involvement. Defendant Vilgos, in the opinion of
the undersigned, cannot hide behind a lack of involvement

defense when he clearly made a recommendation to deny

plaintiff a religious meal and his recommendation was

followed by defendant Bumett.

The more appropriate issue is whether plaintiffs rights were

violated by defendant Vilgos when he recommended the

denial of plaintiffs request for a religious meal. Plaintiff
claims that defendants' conduct violated his rights under

the Religious Land Use and Institutionalized Persons Act
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(RLUIPA),.41 ll.S.C. rq 2000cc-1. Sçciíon 2000cc-l of the

RLUIPA states:

(a) General Rule

No government shall impose a substantial burden on the

religious exercise of a person residing in or confined to
an institution, as defined in section 1997 of this title, even

if the burden results from a rule of general applicability,
unless the government demonstrates that imposition of the

burden on that person-

(l) is in furtherance of a compelling governmental interest;

and

(2) is the least restrictive means of furthering that

compelling govemmental interest.

This rule applies solely in cases where the "substantial burden

is imposed in a program or activity that receives Federal

financial assistance," or where the burden affects "commerce

with foreign nations, among the several States, or with Indian

tribes." 4: tJ.S.C. rs 2000cc-1{b). If plaintiff has a sincere

religious belief, then failing to provide him a religious based

diet could quali! as a substantial burden on plaintiffs right
to practice his religion.

The MDOC offers a strict vegetarian diet for religious reasons

to groups including Buddhists. Policy Directive 05.03.150

provides, in part:

*5 TT. A prisoner may eaÍ

from a religious menu only with
approval of the CFA Special Activities
Coordinator. Approval shall be

granted only if it is necessary to the

practice of the prisoner's designated

religion. To request approval, the

prisoner must submit a written

request to the Warden, TRV Manager,

or designee, as appropriate, who

shall obtain information regarding

the prisoner's request and religious

beliefs prior to refering the request

to the CFA Special Activities

Coordinator. The CFA Special

Activities Coordinator shall notify the

Warden, TRV Manager or designee, as

appropriate, of a decision; the Warden

or TRV Manager shall ensure that the

prisoner is notified. A prisoner whose

request is denied shall not be allowed

to submit another request to eat from

that religious menu for at least one

yeat.

The prison policy is constitutional. The prison is entitled

to create some standard to determine whether a prisoner

is entitled to a religious meal. Providing special meals to

prisoners is more costly than providing a standard meal. Some

prisoners may make requests for a religious meal simply

to manipulate a transfer to a different prison. Determining

sincerity of a religious belief is a difficult task.

It appears, despite defendants' failure to provide the court

with the written reasons for the denial of plaintiffs
request for a Buddhist meal, that defendant Vilgos has

articulated valid reasons which justify the refusal to provide

plaintiff a Buddhist diet. Based upon plaintiffs interview

with defendant Vilgos, defendant Vilgos recommended that

plaintiffs request for a Buddhist diet be denied. Defendant

Vilgos attests that plaintiff had voluntarily removed himself
from the strict vegetarian diet in the past based upon an

alleged birth defect. Defendant Vilgos could not understand,

ifplaintiffhad a birth defect that prevented him from eating

a strict vegetarian diet in the past, how plaintiff could now

retum to this very same diet. Moreover, defendant Vilgos
noted that plaintiff had repeatedly made store purchases

that violated his asserted belief for a strict vegetarian

diet. Plaintiff also had the option to eat from the regular

vegetarian meal diet. In the opinion of the undersigned,

typically it is difficult for a defendant to establish that a

plaintiffs religious belief is not sincerely held. However,

prisoners are not automatically entitled to specific religious

accommodations just by claiming an entitlement. The prison

must maintain some aspect of control in accommodating

prisoners' needs. Defendant has the right to make sure that

each prisoner is sincere in his beliefbefore allowing a prisoner

access to a religious based meal program. It is recognized

that this is a very difficult task to undertake. Under the

circumstances of this case, especially when plaintiff already

has meal options to accommodate his beliefs, it is the

opinion of the undersigned that defendant Vilgos' correctly

considered plaintiffs sincerify and made an appropriate and

well reasoned decision under the totality of facts available. In

the opinion of the undersigned, defendant Viigos is entitled

to summary judgment on plaintiffs RLUIPA claim.

*6 Plaintiff alleges that defendant Vilgos retaliated against

him. Plaintiff alleges that defendant retaliated against him
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when Vilgos told him that he could not practice Yoga postures

and that he had only lost one lawsuit. Plaintiff further alleges

that defendant Vilgos filed a false misconduct ticket against

him. Retaliation based upon a prisoner's exercise of his or her

constitutional rights violates the Constitution, See Tltadt.ltnt-

X v. ßl¿tttezr, 175 l'.3d 318,394 (óth Oir.l999) (en banc).

In order to set forth a First Amendment retaliation claim, a

plaintiff must establish that: (l) he was engaged in protected

conduct; (2) an adverse action was taken against him that

would deter a person of ordinary firmness from engaging in

that conduct; and (3) the adverse action was motivated, at

least in part, by the protected conduct. 'l'ltarlcle:u,sÅ, l7-5 [ir"3d

at 394. Moreover, Plaintiff must be able to prove that the

exercise of the protected right was a substantial or motivating

factor in the defendant's alleged retaliatory conduct. See Srnith

v. Campbell, 250 F.3cl 1032, 1037 (6th Cir.2û01) (citing

Ì|4tnnl Ile:ulth¡, ('it.,- St:h. Di,sl. lJd. of Þ)cluc. v. Do.vle.,429 LI.S.

214, 281.97 S.Cr. 568, 50 l..ltd.2d 41 | (191'/)).

Defendant Vilgos' comments about plaintiffs past lawsuits

cannot be adverse conduct for purposes of retaliation. The

statement was not adverse to plaintiff and caused him no

harm. Similarly, defendant Vilgos never told plaintiff that

he could not assume Yoga postures, but instead informed

plaintiff that he could not teach the religion of Yoga during

Buddhist services. Defendant Vilgos explained further that

meditation postures are not unique to Buddhist or Yoga.

Buddhism and Yoga have many common practices such as

postures, meditation and beliefs in reincamation and karma,

but they are separate religions especially in referring to
why these practices are important. In fact, defendant Vilgos

encouraged plaintiff to start a process for approval of a Yoga

service for a separate callout.

Defendant Vilgos issued a misconduct ticket for disobeying

a direct order. On April 6, 2007, plaintiff began to speak at

Buddhist services about the warden's response to a grievance.

Defendant Vilgos informed plaintiff that during Buddhist

services it was not appropriate to discuss grievances.

Defendant Vilgos told plaintiff to stop and plaintiff became

argumentative. Plaintiff then began teaching Yoga. Plaintiff
was again told to stop, but he continued and encouraged other

prisoners to write grievances against defendant Vilgos. The

misconduct ticket was written because plaintiff disobeyed a

direct order. In the opinion of the undersigned, plaintiff has

failed to show that defendant Vilgos violated his rights by

retaliating against plainti ff.

Plaintiff also complains that his Eighth Amendment rights

were violated when he was exposed to ETS and was not

provided smoke free housing. Plaintiff alleges an Eighth

Arnendment claim against defendants based on his exposure

to ETS, which allegedly posed an unreasonable risk of
serious damage to his future health. The Eighth Amendment

prohibits the infliction of cruel and unusual punishment

against those convicted of crimes. U.S. Consi. amencl. \¡lll.
The Eighth Amendment also obligates prison authorities to

provide medical care to incarcerated individuals, as a failure

to provide such care would be inconsistent with contemporary

standards of decency. Ii,tt<zlle: v. Ganblc,429 t j.S. 97, 103-04.

91 5,C1. 2ti5, -s0 L.Ed.zd 251 (197(r). A prison offìcial
violates the Eighth Amendment when he or she is deliberately

indifferent to the serious medical needs of a prisoner. /r1
at 104-0,5; ComsÍt>ck v. Ã,k:C'ru1', 273 F.3d 693,102 (6th

Clir,200l ).

*7 He:ltitry v. illcKinttey,509 LI.S. 25, I l3 S.C't. 2475, 125

t..l-,kt.2d ?2 (199"1) is the seminal Supreme Court case in

this area. In Helling, a prisoner initiated a $ 1983 action

against prison officials claiming that his involuntary exposure

to ETS from a cellmatel posed an unreasonable risk of
serious damage to hìs future health in violation of the Eighth

Amendment. He:llirry, 509 U,S. at 35. The Supreme Court

affirmed the decision of the Court of Appeals to remand the

case to the district court to allow the prisoner an opportunity

to prove his case, which also required the prisoner to prove

both the subjective and objective elements necessary for an

Eighth Amendment violation. 1d. Relevant to the objective

element is whether the prisoner endured unreasonably high

exposure to ETS that society would consider violative of
contemporary standards of decency. Id. at 35-36. Relevant

to the subjective element is whether prison officials had

exhibited deliberate indifference with regard to the dangers

of a prisoner's exposure to ETS. Id. at36.

I Th" cellmate in Hellingsmoked five packs of cigarettes

a day. Ílellitrg, 509 U.S. at ,15.

Plaintiff fails to satisry the objective component for an

Eighth Amendment violation. To prove the objective eiement,

the prisoner must frrst show that he has been exposed to

unreasonably high levels of ETS. 2 Ir!. u,.35. "More than mere

scientific and statistical inquiry into the seriousness of the

potential harm and the likelihood that such injury to health

will be caused by exposure to ETS" is necessary to establish

the objective component. lr.l. a|36. Second, "the prisoner must

show that the risk of which he complains is not one that
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today's society chooses to tolerate." 1d. Plaintiff was housed

in a smoke free cell and there was a no smoking rule in
effect. Prisoner who smoked were given misconduct tickets.

Plaintiff has failed to allege any facts quantifying his level

of ETS exposure. Plaintiffs conclusory allegations regarding

the level of ETS to which he was exposed fail to support

the objective component of an Eighth Amendment claim. See

Lillard v. Sihelhv" ('outttT'Bd. o/'Educ.,76 F.3d 716, 726 (6th

Cir.l 996); (|ha¡tman v. ('iî), oJ'l)ettl?if, 808 lt.2d 459, 465 (6th

Ciir.l986); Smíth v. Rr¡set 160 F.Zcl102,106 (6th Cir.l9B5);
Tttrnboe: v. Sitegall, No. 00-l l¡ì2. 2000 Wl, 167947tÌ, at d'?

(6tlì Cir. Nr:v.1, 2000).

2 "Pluinly relevant to this determination" was the fact

that plaintiff in Helling had been moved to a different
prison and was "no longer the cellmate of a five-pack-

a-day smoker." Helling. 509 tJ.S. ¿rt -35. The Supreme

Court also observed that the prison had adopted a formal

smoking policy restricting smoking to ceftain areas and

where wardens could, contingent on space availability,

designate non-smoking areas in dormitory sections. /r/.

at 35-36. The Supreme Coufi noted that the changed

policies could make it impossible for the plaintiff to

prove that he would be exposed to an unreasonable risk

of ETS with respect to his future health. ld. at 36. It is
noted that current MDOC policy prohibits smoking at all

prisons.

The Supreme Court in Helling did not mandate smoke free

prisons. LTillians v. Ht)v,es. No. l:05-cr,-817, 2007 WL
10.32365, at *14 (\V.D.Ì\'licli. lVlar.3ù, 2007) (citing Scott t,.

lli,sÍ. o.l'CoÌttmbiø, l^lS li.3d 940. 942 (D.C.Cir.l998) and

¡\.Iunst¡tt'i t,. Lu¡tpin. No. 04-324i-J¡\R, 2007 WL 401290, at
*10 (D.Knn. I,eb.l,2û07¡). A prisoner's exposure to smoke

must cause more than mere discomfort or inconvenience.

Tolçl v. lT'hite:,403 F.3cl42i. 426 (6th ('i1.2005). Contrary

to plaintiffs assertion, he does not have any documented

medical need for entirely smoke free housing. See Oliver

v. Dee:n,77 F.3d 156, 159-(rl (7th Cir.1996) (an asthmatic

inmate's assignment to cells with smoking inmates for

133 days resulting in ETS exposure which aggravated the

plaintiffs asthma and necessitated his increased use of an

inhaler failed to satisfy the objective component); þl/illiant.s',

2007 WL 1032365, al 'k15 (asthmatic inmate's exposure

to ETS during a seven-month period failed to satisfy the

objective component). In the opinion of the undersigned,

plaintiff has failed to show that defendants White and Randall

violated his Eighth Amendment rights.

*8 Alternatively, defendants Vilgos, White and Bumett

move for qualified immunity. Government officials,

performing discretionary functions, generally are shielded

from liability for civil damages insofar as their conduct

does not violate clearly established statutory or constitutional

rights of which a reasonable person would have known.

Dietrit:h v. Brrrov,s, 167 F.-icl 1007, 1012 (6th Cir.l9l)9);
'litrnet.v. st:ou, ll9 i'.3d 425,429 (6th Cir.l9l)l); NtLble

v. Sc'hn¡itt, {ì7 F,3cl 157. l(r0 (6th C'ìr.1996); Ilurloyv t,,

Fitzgerald,45T U.S. Bû0. 8ltì, 102 S.C:r. 2721,13 l..Fd.2d

196 (1982). An "objective reasonableness" test is used

to determine whether the official could reasonably have

believed his conduct was lawful. I)ien'iclt, 167 F'.3cl rrt I 01?;

And<trson v. (lreÌgltkttt,483 IJ.Si. 63-5, 641, 107 S.Ct. 30.14.

97 L.Eð.zd sl3 (1e87).

The procedure for evaluating claims of qualified immunity
is tripartite: First, we determine whether a constitutional

violation occured; second, we determine whether the

right that was violated was a clearly established right of
which a reasonable person would have known; hnally, we

detemine whether the plaintiff has alleged sufficient facts,

and supported the allegations by sufficient evidence, to

indicate that what the official allegedly did was objectively

unreasonable in light ofthe clearly established constitutional

rights. lltilliunts y. Melu'q, 186 F.3ci 685. ó90 (6th C.ìr.1999).

Vy'hen determining whether a right is clearly established,

this court must look first to decisions of the United States

Supreme Court, then to decisions of the Sixth Circuit and to

other courts within this Circuit, and finally to decisions of
other circuits. Dietrich, .l67 F.3{l at 1012. An off,rcial action

is not necessarily protected by qualified immunity merely

because the very action in question has not previously been

held to be unlawful. Rather, in light of pre-existing law,

the unlawfulness of the official's conduct must be apparent.

D i izl ri c: lt, I lr 7 I. 3d at l 0 l 2; ll,' egt nr:r' v. C i r.): ol C o v i r tgto n, 933

F.2d -190. 392 (óth Cir.199l ).

When making a qualifred immunity analysis, the facts must

be interpreted in the light most favorable to the plaintiff. Part

of the analysis is to determine whether there are any genuinely

disputed questions of material fact. Kain v. Netsl¡itt, I 5(r Ir.3d

669. 612 (6th ('ir. I 998). Where there is a genuinely disputed

question of fact, it is for the trier of fact to resolve, not the

judge. "This would be true notwithstanding that the trialjudge
found the fdefendant] offlrcer to be more credible than the

plaintiff because it is not for the court to make credibility
determinations at this stage of the proceeding." .Id.
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The operation of the qualified immunity standard depends

substantially upon the level of generality at which the relevant

legal rule is to be identified.

The contours of the right must be

sufficiently clear that a reasonable

official would understand that what

he is doing violates that right. This

is not to say that an ofïrcial action

is protected by qualified immunity

unless the very action in question

has previously been held unlawful,

but it is to say that in light of the

preexisting iaw the unlawfulness must

be apparent.

*9 
'|nd<:rsr¡tu 

483 l.ì.S. ät ó39-40. See also Ðtn'lutn¡ v,

Nu'1,,len,97 þ'.3cÌ Bó2, 866 (6th Cit.l\)lì6), cert. denied, 52{)

U.S. 1r57.1li S.frt. 1337, 137 t,.j"id.2d496 (r997).

The Sixth Circuit has observed:

A right is not considered clearly

established unless it has been

authoritatively decided by the United

States Supreme Court, the Court

of Appeals, or the highest court

of the state in which the alleged

constitutional violation occurred.

Durhatn, 97 lt.3d at 866 (citing llr¡hhtlnn v. llihh, 840 lt.2d

34e, 3s 1 (rith Cir.l988)).

Thus qualified immunity is not triggered only where the very

action in question was previously held unlawful. Ander.son,

483 Lj,S. at 6"19-40. Rather, the test is whether the contours

of the right were sufficiently clear that a reasonable offlrcial

would understand that what he is doing violated plaintiffs
federal rights. Id.

Furthermore, a defendant need not actively participate in

unlawful conduct in order to be liable under Sectiou lf)83.

Rather, a defendant may be liable where he has a duty to

protect a plaintiff and fails to comply with this duty. Durhurn,

97 lr.3d at 866-868 (holding that a nurse and a security guard

at a sTate hospital may be liable under Scction 1983 where

they do not take action to prevent a patient from being beaten).

See also M<:l'l<ztu'.v v. Chaclvu'ir:k, 89ú Jr.2d 184 (lith Cir. 1 990)

(a correctional officer who observes an unlawful beating may

be liable under Section 1 983 even though he did not actively

participate in the beating), and llrun<:r t'. Dunuwøv-.684 li.2d

422 (óth Cir. l9[]2), cert. denied sub nom, ßates v. ßruner,

459 U.S. 1 t7l, 103 S.Clt. iìl 6.14t,rd2d l0l4 (1983.¡ (police

officers who stood by and observed an unlawful beating by

fellow officers could be held liable under Section 19,93).

When faced with a qualified immunity defense, the courl

must first determine whether or not the plaintiff has stated

a claim upon which relief can be granted. Siegert v, Gille,-,

500 Lj.S. 226^ 232. 1 1 I S.Cr. 1189, 114 L.Ed.2d 217 (1991);

T?tnter, 119 F.3d aI 429.If the court answers that question

in the affirmative, the court goes on to determine whether

or not the right allegedly violated was clearly established.
'{'unuzr, ll9 F."id af ¿129. These are both purely legal

questions. The immunity issue should not be resolved if
there are factual disputes on which the issue of immunity
turns such that it cannot be determined before trìal whethe¡

the defendants' conduct violated clearly established rights.

Ilull t,. Shi¡tle.v, t)32 þ.Ztl I I47. I154 (61h CiL.l99l). In the

opinion of the undersigned, defendants Vilgos and White

could be entitled to qualified immuniry because plaintiff has

not shown that they violated any of his clearly established

rights. Defendant Bumett has not attempted to address the

merits of plaintiffs claim against him. In the opinion of the

undersigned, defendant Bumett would not be entitled to the

altemative defense of qualified immunity.

Accordingly, it is recommended that the motion for

summary judgment filed by defendants Vilgos, White and

Burnett (Docket # 36) be granted. Defendants Vilgos and

White should be dismissed with prejudice and defendant

Bumett should be dismissed without prejudice. lt is funher

recommended that defendant Randall's motion for summary

judgment (Docket # 59) be granted, dismissing this case in

its entirety. It is also recommended that plaintiffs motions for

an order (Docket # 88), for relief(Docket # 89), for sanctions

(Docket # l4I), to compel (Docket # 146) and to disqualify

(Docket # 16l) be denied. Finally, it is recommended that

defendant Randall's motions to strike (Docket # 129), to

compel (Docket # 116),and for medical records (Docket # 54)

be denied.

*10 Further, if the courl adopts this recommendation the

court should decide that an appeal of this action would

not be in good faith within the meaning of 28 li.S.C. 5s

1 9 1 "5(a)( 3). See itir; Gr¡r<z r,. II'r i ggl eswr¡rt l t, | 14 l:.3d 60 1, 6 l I

(6rh Clir. 
.1997). 

For the same reasons that the court grants

defendants' motion for summary judgment, the court can

discern no good-faith basis for an appeal. It is recommended
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that should the plaintiffappeal this decision, the court assess

the $455 appellate flrling fee pursuant to $ lgl-{(b) (I), see

Mc:(ìr.¡re, 114 F.3cl at 610-l l, unless plaintiff is barred from
proceeding in forma pauperis , e.g. , by the "three-strikes" rule

of t\ 191.5(g). If he is barred, he should be required to pay the

$455 appellate filing fee in one lump sum.

NOTICE TO PARTIES: Objections to this Report and

Recommendation must be served on opposing parties and

filed with the Clerk of the Court within ten ( 10) days of receipt

of this Report and Recommendation. 2B Ll.S.C. $ 6J6(bXl)
(C); ìi ecl. Il.( I ir,.P. 72(b) ; W.D. Mich. LCivR 7 2.3(b). Failure

to file timely objections constitutes a waiver of any further

right to appeal. Utitt:ct Stctte,s v. l,f alters, {r-18 F.2d 947 (6Ilì

Cir.l98l). See also'l'honns v. Ant,474 Ll.S. t40, 106 S.Ct.

4tíó, 88 L.Ed.2d 435 (1985).

Srrd *{ *o*u*r*nt r.;2i-ì1"'trTllr,r',s1,''rlaÊ,jJ11r . lìilr;l:,rjn;ì!'i)"r¡rti;l LJ.Íì.tlcvclir,irrÊli.l."Jr-1ll.s
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